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PREFACE

This book is intended both for lay readers and scholars who
are interested in the age-long dispute over the BIRTHPLACE OF
THE AMERICAN NAVY. It constitutes a descriptive chronology
of events related to Washington’s New England Fleet from its
inception in August, 1775 through its close-out in 1777.

The subject has become a matter of keen interest to many
persons along the Massachusetts North Shore, especially in Bev
erly and Marblehead. It is a timely treatise in terms of its being
researched or written during Beverly’s Tercentenary Celebration.
Moreover, it is important to note that the Bi-centennial of the
sailing of the armed schooner Hannah from Beverly, September
5, 1775, is fast approaching.
It is important to keep in mind when reading this book that
the study speaks mainly to the creation of America’s first naval
contingent. It does not claim to tell the story of the origins of the
Continental Navy or the United States Navy.
The work begins with a series of questions which are answered
in the text. It seeks to identify the nature and purpose of Wash
ington’s New England Fleet. The importance of Beverly is high
lighted, in particular, in that this port served as the naval base
for the fleet’s operations. Segments of the book delineate the im
portance of the armed vessel concept during the early phases of
the American Revolution. The vessels, captains, prizes, and car
goes are identified. At the same time, the importance of prize
agents and the libelling of prizes is treated. Finally, an author’s
judgment of the dilemma concerning the BIRTHPLACE OF THE
AMERICAN NAVY is developed.

At least two persons who are innocent of responsibility for
this book have influenced its thesis. William Bell Clark (now de
ceased) and George A. Billias will see much of their historical
opinion and documentation stamped herein. The authors are ap
preciative of the Essex Institute’s permission to use its documents
and published works.
Especial thanks go to the officers and staff of the Beverly
Historical Society for supplying numerous documents and pub
lished materials having a bearing on the work. The Beverly His
torical Society gave its permission to have an original copy of

Captain Moses Brown’s commission, January i, 1776, published
in the book. The Marblehead Historical Society also opened its
collection to the authors. The Beverly Historical Commission is
grateful to Mr. and Mrs. O. V. Porter of Beverly for their per
mission to use Nathaniel Cleaves’ diary not yet published.

The authors pay tribute to former Mayor Carl V. Joslin, who
initially established the Beverly Historical Commission, which is
responsible for the pubheation of this treatise. Thanks go to
Mayor James A. Vitale and the Beverly Board of Aidermen who
gave encouragement and support to this project.

Considerable aid has been given by the authors’ colleagues of
the Beverly Historical Commission: Beverly Carhnan, Madeleine
Torrey, and Michael Casale. Beverly Carlman uncovered the orig
inal deed for Glover’s Wharf. She traced Essex County Probate
Records in an attempt to uncover wharf facilities owned by
Glover at Marblehead after 1774 to no avail. Her efforts in un
covering those who aided in outfitting the Hannah was invaluable.
The print of the Hannah on the cover of the book was offered to
the Beverly Historical Commission by the Beverly International
Association of Fire Fighters, Fire Department Local 1669. Terry
Gemmel typed the final draft of the manuscript.

FOREWORD

In any discussion concerning the development of united colon
ial naval policy during the early days of the Revolution, the
authors feel there are two main points to consider. These points
are need and intent.
It may be presumptuous to ascribe intent on the part of those
intimately concerned with governing the United Colonies and
those in the field directing the fortunes of the infant Republic.
However, in addition to a factual review of events occurring
between mid-1775 and mid-1777, the authors believe an inter
pretative analysis is also necessary.

The need was pressing, especially following the June action at
Bunker’s Hill. The British retreated to the confines of Boston to
lick their wounds and to consider the unexpected resistance of
fered them by the Rebels. The presence of the Rebel Army at
Cambridge and environs effectively blocked British foraging par
ties. After the islands in and around Boston harbor had been
stripped of food, fodder, and fuel, the British had to rely on trans
ports coming in by sea along a life-line extending to Nova Scotia
and thence to England.

As a result of the supremacy of the seas which Britain had
enjoyed for the previous hundred or more years, the English
were confident of their abilities to maintain supply lines. So con
fident were they that transports were sent in and out of the port
of Boston at will, oftentimes unarmed and unguarded.
The Rebel Army, not particularly well supplied and its per
sonnel in a state of flux, were not confident enough to mount
a frontal assault on Boston. As a result, the situation remained
a stand-off while June faded into July.

On the day before Bunker’s Hill, June 16, 1775, the Contin
ental Congress appointed a committee of three to draft a “Com
mission and Instructions for General Washington.” The com
mittee consisted of Lee, Rutledge, and Adams.

On Tuesday, June 20, the committee read and Congress
adopted the instructions to the Commander-in-Chief. Congress
directed Washington to repair “with all expedition” to Massa
chusetts and take charge of the Army of the United Colonies.
In the numbered instructions given to Washington, the first four
are primarily mechanical, directing him concerning the number
of men, enlistments, supplies, provisions, and appointments.

The last two points are particularly important to this discus
sion. They covered eventualities and possibilities which might
arise during the conduct of the war against the British. Point
five directed the General to “destroy or make prisoners” of all
who “are, or hereafter shall appear in arms against the good
people of the United Colonies.”
Point six becomes important as one assesses the carte blanche
directive given to Washington in the conduct of the Rebellion.
The text states:

And whereas, all particulars cannot be foreseen, nor posi
tive instructions for such emergencies so beforehand given,
but that many things must be left to your prudent and dis
creet management, as occurrences may arise upon the place,
or from time to time fall out, you are, therefore, upon all
such accidents, or any occasion that might happen, to use
your best circumspection; and (advising with your Council
of War) to order and dispose of the said Army under your
Command as may be most advantageous for obtaining the
end for which these forces have been raised, making it your
special care, in discharge of the great trust committed unto
you that the liberties of America receive no detriment.
Can this be considered at this early date as intent to estab
lish a naval fleet? Probably not, for it is doubtful if Congress
even thought in terms of naval action at this time. The fact re
mains, however, that Washington had been given instructions
to prosecute the war against the British in the most complete
manner possible.

When Washington arrived in Cambridge, July 3, 1775, he
did what he was ordered to do, namely, conform with the first
four points of his orders from Congress. The situation confront
ing him indicated that an interruption of the British supply lines
would serve two purposes. First, to embarrass the British and
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cause a withdrawal of their forces from Boston. Secondly, and
perhaps in the General’s mind even more important, the fact
that a few captures of British supplies would strengthen immeas
urably the Rebel Army.

With these views in mind, Washington leased the schooner
Hannah, presumably from Colonel John Glover of the Twentyfirst Regiment, and caused it to be outfitted at Beverly with
‘‘arms, ammunition, and provisions at the Continental expence.”
Although the Hannah was charged with searching out all vessels
in the service of the Ministerial Army, or suspected of being in
such service, it was ordered merely to take and seize such vessels
which were laden with soldiers, arms, ammunition, or provisions.
The Commander, Nicholson Broughton, was cautioned to avoid
engagements with any armed vessels of the enemy, for the de
sign of the enterprise was to intercept British supplies. Regard
less of the restrictions placed on the Commander of the Hannah
by the General, this was certainly a war-like act and could be
expected to call for retaliation by the British should the schooner
become an irritant to the British. This did occur, for as a direct
result of the Hannah’s forays against British transports, HMS
Nautilus was ordered to seek out and destroy the Hannah. The
engagement between the two occurred on October io, 1775,
which seems to place the American armed vessel on the same
footing with the Rebel Army, upon the latter’s war-like actions
against the British at Bunker’s Hill.

Whether or not Washington, his staff, or those connected with
the armed vessel considered their actions in terms of “navy” is
difficult to determine at that point in time. Nonetheless, we must
submit that the definition of “naval” has to be considered at this
point, i.e. “of or pertaining to ships, esp. ships of war.” Regardless
of the ideas or concepts that those of 1775 had concerning this
naval activity, in light of historical perspective, many in the
United Colonies, both in Congress as well as those directly con
cerned with fighting the British, had committed themselves to
American liberty and war against Britain.
The degree of sovereignty that the Continental Congress was
willing to declare was based on several aspects of the situation
that existed during the latter half of 1775. Certainly the estab
lishment of an American Navy would state to all the world that
the United Colonies were, in fact, sovereign. One of the more

important factors governing this action was economics. Should
the United Colonies take the steps necessary to establish an Ameri
can Navy, it would call forth an immediate and total British
blockade. This would not bother the northern colonies as much
as it would the southern colonies. Almost all the colonial trade
from Pennsylvania southward was carried in British bottoms,
and severe economic depression could result from a tight blockade.
Trade in America was a burning question to the delegates of
Congress. This is indicated by the almost daily discussions con
cerning trade that took place in Congress. Beginning in mid
September, Congress resolved to form into a Committee of the
Whole to discuss the state of trade in America. Discussions en
sued from September 16 to the 22nd, when a committee was
formed to take the “Trade of America” into consideration. This
committee consisted of Franklin, Rutledge, Jay, Randolph, John
son, Deane, and Willing. On September 30 the committee brought
in its report which was read and referred to October 2. On the
latter date Congress resumed consideration of the committee’s re
port and resolved to sit as a Committee of the Whole to consider
the state of trade. Over many days Congress sat and resolved little.
As with all wars, the Revolution had to come to grips with the
economics of the country, as well as political, military, social, and
ideological factors. We shall return to this discussion a little later.

During the month of September the Hannah, although not
covering herself with glory, did not discourage Washington from
his pursuit of the armed vessel concept. During October he negoti
ated for four more vessels at Beverly, and two at Plymouth.
On October 5, Washington wrote at length to Congress con
cerning his actions in arming vessels, suggesting various uses to
be made of possible monies derived from captures. He wrote of
a fortuitous capture made in Portsmouth, where the vessel was
held by citizens of that New Hampshire town. Washington had
the cargo brought to Cambridge for the use of the Army, but he
left the disposition of the claims to Congress. Washington thought
proceeds from a part or the whole of such prizes might be applied
to the relief of those whose property had been confiscated by the
enemy.
In the letter he requested a speedy determination of such
matters for he had directed three vessels to be fitted out (Hannah,
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Hancock, and Franklin') in order to cut off enemy supplies, and
he pointed out strongly that the number of vessels arriving at
Boston “hourly” made this an object of some importance. He went
on to indicate the encouragement offered the officers and men
of the armed vessels (one-third of the prize, less the vessel and
naval and military stores) and hoped his plan, and the execution
thereof, would meet Congressional approval. Washington also
gave Congress a report of intelligence he had from Boston con
cerning a fleet of ships leaving for an unknown destination along
the coast for the purposes of bombardment. This was the bom
bardment of Falmouth, now Portland, Maine. The letter also
contained information about the transfer of General Gage, Lord
Percy, Colonel Smith and others who were at Lexington and
Concord and about turning the Command over to General Lord
Howe. It noted that Sir Peter Denis, with six ships of the line
and two cutters, was being sent to Boston, and that the British
would deliver five regiments and one thousand marines to the
colonies in three to four weeks. With this gloomy intelligence
report confronting him, it was little wonder that Washington
warned Congress of “no prospect of accommodation, but the
Ministry [is] determined to push the war to the utmost.”

In a coincidental action, October 5, 1775, Congress received
information from London that two brigs had set sail for Canada,
laden with several thousand stand of arms and a considerable
quantity of powder. A committee of three was appointed to deter
mine a course of action concerning this intelligence, and later
that same day the committee brought in a report. It was suggested
to Congress, and ultimately resolved, to direct Washington to use
the Provincial vessels of Massachusetts Bay, Rhode Island, or
Connecticut, if they were available, against the British vessels,
or to take up two others from private persons if the Provincial
vessels were not available. On inquiry, Washington found the
Provincial vessels were not available, and he accordingly followed
Congressional orders, assigning the two vessels already fitting out
in Beverly to this expedition. The Hancock and Franklin sailed
on this mission, October 22, 1775. According to Congressional
directive the vessels were to be on “Continental risk and pay,”
and even though Congress went so far as to call them “Ships
or vessels of war” they were commissioned for a limited service
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and only against supply vessels. Apparently Congress was be
ginning to see the need for armed vessel action at this time but
was hesitant to make a definite commitment to the navy.

The only difference between Congress’ directive to Washing
ton and his orders to Broughton concerned the amount of prize
money to be given to the men. As has been noted, Washington
directed one-third the value, less the vessel and naval stores,
be reserved for the men, while Congress directed one-half the
value of the prize be set aside as booty. Washington felt that the
difference would cause hard feelings between those who had
sailed willingly under his plan and those who would sail under
the Congressional plan. He did not inform the men of the change,
and the question was resolved later in October when Franklin,
Harrison, and Lynch, acting on behalf of Congress, met with
General Washington in Cambridge and agreed on one-third the
total prize for the officers and men.

Now to return to a discussion of trade in the Colonies. As was
noted, this appeared to be a thorny problem, and although Con
gress had reached few decisions by the first week in October,
the depth of thinking concerning the matter of trade by some
members of Congress is indicated in a letter written by John
Adams to James Warren, dated October 7, 1775. In the corres
pondence, Adams poses many questions concerning trade and
the effect of cessation or disruption of trade on the rest of the
world. He also poses questions concerning the effect of potential
Colonial trade missions to foreign governments—would this alien
ate these governments from Britain and “fight up” a war in
Europe? This discourse poses the final question, one that was
the most important: could the United Colonies maintain the War,
wholly without trade? Adams concludes his rhetorical questions
in this fashion:
There is one Plan, which alone, as it has appeared to me,
will answer the End in some Degree, at first. But this is at
tended with So many Dangers to all Vessells, certain loss to
many, and So much Uncertainty upon the whole, that it is
enough to make any Man thoughtfull. Indeed it is looked
upon So wild, extravagant and romantic, that a Man must
have a great deal of Courage and much Indifference to
common Censure, who should dare to propose it.

‘God helps those who help themselves’, and it has ever
appeared to me since this unhappy Dispute begun, that We
had no Friend upon Earth to depend on but the Resources of
our own Country, and the good sense and great Virtues of
our People. We shall finally be obliged to depend upon our
selves.
Our Country furnishes a vast abundance of materials for
Commerce. Foreign Nations have great Demands for them.
If we should publish an Invitation to any one Nation or
more, or to all Nations, to send their ships here and let our
Merchants inform theirs that We have Harbours where the
Vessells can he in Safety I conjecture that many private for
eign Adventurers would find Ways to send Cargoes here thro
all the Bisques without Convoys. At the Same Time our own
Merchants would venture out with their Vessells and cargoes,
especially in Winter, and would run thro many Dangers,
and in both these Ways together, I should hope We might
be supplied with Necessities.

All this however Supposes that We fortify and defend our
own Harbours and Rivers. We may begin to do this. We may
build Row Gallies, flatt bottomed Boats, floating Batteries,
Whale Boats, Vesseaux de Frize, nay, Ships of War, how
many and how large I can’t say. To talk of coping Suddenly
with Gfreat] B[ritain] at sea would be Quixotism indeed,
but the only question with me is, can We defend our Har
bours and Rivers? If We can We can Trade.

This seems to point out the fact that although some members
of Congress had begun to think seriously concerning the estab
lishment of an American fleet, there were still too many ques
tions concerning the effect to ascribe intent on their part by the
end of the first week in October.

Washington’s letter to Congress dated October 5 (see page iv),
was read on October 13, an important day for the United Colo
nies. In the order of business for that day the same committee
which had recommended the sending of armed vessels against
the two British brigs on October 5 brought in a report which
was adopted by Congress, namely to acquire a vessel and cause
it to be fitted out. Later the same day Congress took the same
action and voted the acquisition of a second vessel. It is reasonable
to assume that the information contained in Washington’s letter
finally crystallized Congressional thinking to the point where it
took definite action to establish an American fleet. This is the first
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time that real intent can be ascribed to Congress, and once the
navy plan was put in motion things began happening with some
celerity thereafter. On October 17, two more vessels were ordered
outfitted by Congress, and on October 30, Congress set the size
of the vessels.

The Committee appointed to prepare an Estimate and to
fit out the Vessels, etc., brought in their Report, which being
taken into consideration, Resolved, that the second Vessel,
ordered to be fitted out on the 13th instant, be of such size
as to carry fourteen guns, and a proportional number of
swivels and men.

Resolved that a Committee be appointed to cany into
execution with all possible expedition, the Resolution of Con
gress of the 13th instant — the one of ten, and the other
of fourteen guns; and
Resolved, that the two other Armed Vessels be fitted out
with all expedition; the one to carry not exceeding twenty
guns, the other not exceeding thirty-six guns, with a pro
portionate number of swivels and men, to be employed in
such manner, for the protection and defence of the United
Colonies, as the Congress shall hereafter direct.
That the Committee consist of seven, and therefore that
four new members be now added to the former Committee.

The members chosen; Mr Hopkins, Mr Hewes, Mr R. H.
Lee, and Mr J. Adams.

There is no doubt that these vessels, ordered by Congress be
came the first elements of the Continental Navy.
On November 2, a sum of money, not to exceed one hundred
thousand dollars was made available to the committee to fit out
the four armed vessels, and to have the power to agree with such
officers and seamen as were proper to man the vessels.
It is interesting to note that three weeks after Congress’ action
of October 13, the Continental Congress’ record still refers to
armed vessels, and not an American fleet or navy. Later in Nov
ember is the first time that Congress’ record specifies navy. On
November 28 Congress adopted rules and regulations for the con
duct of the Continental Navy.

It was not until December 2, 1775, that Congress finally ap
proved of Washington’s fitting out armed vessels to intercept the
viii

enemy’s supplies. No reason can be found to explain the delay
in Congressional approval for Washington’s action.

It is hoped this brief discourse will shed some light on a matter
of vital concern to the embryo country and indicate the beginnings
of what was destined to become the greatest naval force the world
has ever seen.

ix

WASHINGTON’S NEW ENGLAND FLEET:
Beverly’s Role in its Origins, 17 75-7 7

Many questions arise when the aged controversy concerning
the origin of the Continental Navy emerges on Massachusetts’
historic North Shore. Such questions include: “Where did Wash
ington’s New England Fleet originate?” “Is Beverly, Marblehead,
or even Salem the birthplace of the Continental Navy?” “Did John
Glover (oft-presumed builder and owner of the Hannah when it
sailed in Washington’s fleet) own property in Beverly in 1774;
and did he transfer his entire business establishment to Beverly
as a result of such ownership?” “Was Beverly the port of depar
ture for the Hannah?" “Where did Nicholson Broughton receive
his commission to command the Hannah?" “When and why did
the Marbleheaders on board the armed cruiser Hannah mutiny?”
“Was the battle between the Hannah and the Nautilus the first
official naval battle of the American Revolution?” “Where was the
remainder of the fleet outfitted and sent out; where did the vessels
return with their prizes?” “Was Beverly the key naval base along
the North Shore during the early months of the Revolution?”
"Was Washington’s fleet the first contingent of the Continental
Navy?” And, “Which North Shore community, Beverly or Marble
head, can rightfully claim to be the BIRTHPLACE OF THE
AMERICAN NAVY?” These questions will be explored carefully
in this text. After exploration of these questions, it is hoped the
reader will be able to judge for himself the claims made by Beverly
and Marblehead. It will be a goal of this work to give credit to
those communities who shared in the glories and defeats of Wash
ington’s New England Fleet. Special attention is given to Beverly’s
role in that this town served as the main naval station for the
fleet.1

In early August, 1775 “General George Washington took the
first actual step toward placing a Continental force upon the sea
by fitting out the schooner Hannah, which sailed from Beverly
[at 10:00 a.m.] September 5, 1775.” It was undoubtedly George
Washington who first conceived the importance of armed cruisers
to stop and seize British cargo vessels coming into Colonial ports.
Nonetheless, it is a matter of record that the Rhode Island Assem
bly made a similar suggestion on August 26, 1775. Washington
experimented first with the Hannah before appealing to the Con
1

tinental Congress for the purpose of outfitting a Continental flo
tilla. Although the Hannah proved to be unsuccessful in seizing
actual British prizes, Washington became convinced that the idea
would work, and he continued to commission vessels in his naval
fleet. Washington’s prerogative for such action was based upon
the carte blanche given him in his orders as Commander-in-Chief.2

Three classifications of naval craft, all unrelated to Washing
ton’s fleet, were employed by the patriots to confiscate enemy
shipping during the American Revolution. These categories in
cluded: privately owned privateers, provincial vessels, and Con
tinental frigates. Commissions legalizing such naval craft came
both from the Continental Congress and provincial congresses.
Washington commissioned the Continental armed cruisers in his
fleet separately from the above-mentioned categories and for the
most part prior to the initiation of such naval activities. There
had been a few instances of informal maneuvers by the provincial
entities and private persons along the Atlantic seaboard during
the summer of 1775, but this book will concentrate upon the
activities of Washington’s New England Fleet, which included the
following armed vessels: Hannah, Hancock, Franklin, Harrison,
Lee, Washington, Warren, and Lynch. In April, 1776, Washing
ton formed a New York Fleet which included the following ves
sels: Lady Washington, Spitfire, Washington, General Schuyler,
General Mifflin, Montgomery and General Putnam.3

Colonel John Glover, who directed the activities of the "skilled
seamen of the Twenty-first” Regiment, had already played a lead
ing role in fortifying the port of Beverly. He did this in June,
1775, before becoming directly connected with the formation
of Washington’s fleet. This experienced military officer, who would
aid Washington in numerous situations throughout the Revolution,
is best known locally for his contributions in making Beverly an
important naval station during the early years of the war and in
coordinating the efforts which made Washington’s fleet a reality.
Later, when the Commander-in-Chief reorganized the New Eng
land Fleet, January, 1776, Glover’s regiment (transformed from
the Twenty-first to the Fourteenth Regiment on January 1, 1776)
which was made up of men from the entire North Shore region,
was chosen to man the Continental armed cruisers in Washing
ton’s fleet.4
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John Glover, a native of Salem and a resident of Marblehead
at an early age, moved his place of business across the bay,
after purchasing property from Benjamin Beckford of Beverly on
November 26, 1774. The exact position of the property purchased
by Glover, known locally as Glover’s Wharf, was recorded in the
deed to his Beverly property. For “sixty five pounds lawful money,”
he purchased land which included:
a certain parcel of upland & flats ground being situated
in said Beverly with a warehouse coopers shop & wharf
and pump bounded northerly by land of John Stephens
seventy seven feet easterly by upland of Thomas Woodbery
& company southerly by low water mark & there measures
in width on the edge of the bank eighty feet and at the
breastworks seventy eight feet together with all other privi
leges & appurtenances to the same. . . .B

George A. Billias, author of General John Glover and His
Marblehead Mariners, points to the fact that:
Beverly was originally selected as the site for equipping the
Hannah because Glover’s wharf was located there. . .
[and] the town came to be used for fitting out other vessels
in Washington’s fleet as well. Its harbor was less exposed to
attack than Marblehead’s or those of other nearby communi
ties, and the intricate channel posed a problem for any
enemy force that might contemplate an invasion. The town’s
population of 3000 was over-whehningly commited to the
patriot’s cause, and Beverly’s fishing fleet of thirty-five vessels
could be counted upon in an emergency. Moreover, having
handled such a large number of craft in peacetime, Beverly
could provide abundant equipment and skilled artisans for
work on Washington’s wartime flotilla.

Thus, Billias goes on record as one of the few professional his
torians to agree with Samuel Eliot Morison and William Bell
Clark, that history has been unkind to Beverly. Billias records
that most historians “have withheld the recognition it surely
deserves as one of the most important ports along the entire east
ern seaboard during the first two years of the Revolutionary War.”
He also notes that “Beverly harbor became the spawning ground
for most of Washington’s fleet . . . and provided a lair for a
large number of privateeers who sailed forth to prey upon enemy
ships.”6
Evidence is not available to prove where the Hannah was built.
Its builder is also a mystery. Even ownership of the seventy-eight-
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ton schooner, at the time it was commissioned in Washington’s
flotilla (ca. August i), is not overwhelmingly clear. Billias claims
the Hannah probably belonged to John Glover. Colonel John Glo
ver’s Colony Ledger lists Glover’s account with the United Colo
nies, which reads: “To Schooner Hannah Portledge Bill Captfain]
Broughton Late Commander [pounds sterling] 44-5-4; To the
[hire] of ditto Schoo, [ner] 78 tons a[t] one Doller p[e]r Ton
p[e]r month for two months & 21 days is 208 dollers a[t] 6 / [pounds] 32-8-0.” Joseph Reed, an aide to the Commander
in-Chief, referred to the Hannah as Glover’s vessel, October 20,
1775. While the Hancock and Franklin were being prepared at
Beverly for Continental service, Reed suggested the following to
John Glover and Stephen Moylan: “If you think any Good Pur
pose would be answered by it, you can send out Colonel Glover’s
Schooner [presumably the Hannah} ’till the Substitute is got
ready . . . .” History does bear out the fact that the Hannah
was transformed into an armed vessel at Glover’s Wharf at
Beverly: “There she was equipped with a whale boat and a larger
cooking stove for the expanded crew. Her armament consisted of
some cannon and swivel guns, probably a dozen of the latter.”
Glover did not participate in outfitting and arming the Hannah,
but he undoubtedly aided in the selection of her captain and crew,
“for they were all [drawn] from his regiment.” Nicholson
Broughton of Marblehead, an old friend and business associate
of John Glover, became the captain of the armed cruiser.7

Captain Nicholson Broughton had received his commission in
Glover’s Twenty-first on May 19, 1775. He received orders from
General Washington at Cambridge, September 2, 1775, to take
command of the Hannah:
You being appointed a Captain in the Army of the United
Colonies of North America, are hereby directed to take the
command of a detachment of said Army and proceed on
board the Schooner Hannah, at Beverly, lately fitted out and
equipped with arms, ammunition and provisions, at the Con
tinental expence. You are to proceed, as commander of said
Schooner, immediately on a cruise against such vessels as
may be found on the high seas or elsewhere, bound inwards
and outwards, to or from Boston, in the service of the Minis
terial Army, and to take and seize all such vessels laden with
soldiers, arms, ammunition or provisions, for or from said
Army, or which you shall have good reason to suspect are in
such service.
4

The colonies were in desperate need to preserve powder. Brough
ton was given instructions to refrain from attacking British menof-war whenever possible. Departure day at Cambridge was “rainy
and uncomfortable,” but the Hannah “with the aid of a fair wind
. . . spread her sails on September 5 and stood forth from
Beverly Harbor.” The armed schooner was chased into Gloucester
by HMS Lively, twenty guns, the same day.8

Anxious to take advantage of the lucrative terms offered by
Washington to the crews of the Continental armed cruisers,
Broughton took what he thought was his first of eight prizes.
He took the Unity, Captain Flagg, into Gloucester, September 7,
1775. At 5:30 p.m. on September 5th, HMS Lively, Captain
Thomas Bishop, had fired at and boarded the Unity. He placed
six or eight men aboard. Two days later, Broughton, discovering
the Unity was of little force, told its captain to put in at Glouce
ster. The British sailors would not comply with Broughton’s order
until he threatened to fire upon the Unity. The enemy mariners
then took heed, and Broughton seized the “prize” and its crew. He
turned them over to the Gloucester Committee for Safety. Brough
ton suggested to General Washington that the Unity be taken to
Beverly for safekeeping. When Washington ruled the Unity not
a legitimate prize, the disgruntled captain discussed his side of
the Unity story with the Commander-in-Chief in a letter posted
September 9, 1775:
As there [are] several Matters of Complaint turned up
(since my capture of the Ship Unity) against the Capt[ain]
of s[ai]d Ship, I think proper to acquaint you of the Particu
lars . . .—On my sending of an Officer on Board S[ai]d
Ship, his Treatment was such as I would rather have ex
pected from a polite enemy than a Friend to our Cause as
Americans—I would acquaint your Excellency in the next
Place, that there is on Board said Ship a much greater
Quantity of naval stores than is customary to export from our
ports — There is likewise as I understand some considerable
Quantity of Provisions, much more (in my Opinion) than is
necessary for Ship’s Crew. I would likewise inform your Ex
cellency that the Capt[ain] contrary to the Resolves of our
General Assembly has taken on Board a Considerable
Quantity of raw Fish. And from those, And many other Cir
cumstances, I conclude that Capt[ain] Flagg, was designed
for the Port of Boston, instead of any one of the West
India Isles—From this Consideration Sir, I . . . should
think it proper, that the ship should be removed to ... a
Place of much greater Security, than her present Port ....
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Washington determined the Unity an American vessel, des
pite the fact that the HMS Lively had taken it previously as a
prize of war. As a result of this fiasco, Broughton’s crew were
not permitted to enjoy the spoils of the venture and mutinied. As
stated in Broughton’s orders, the spoils would have come to onethird of the cargo. Captain Langdon, owner of the Unity, eventu
ally paid Broughton sixty dollars; Lientenant John Glover, Jr.
and the Third Lieutenant of the Hannah, John Devereaux, re
ceived forty dollars and thirty dollars, respectively. Washington
had urged Langdon to compensate Broughton and his officers in
a letter dated September 21, 1775. At the same time, the Commander-in-Chief indicated his desire "to bestow a reward of a
different kind upon [Broughton’s crew] for their Mutinous be
havior.”9

A few days after the Unity episode (either 11, 12 or 13 Sep
tember, 1775) Broughton’s Marblehead mariners mutinied—
probably because of “resentment growing out of the loss of their
share of prize money.” The thirty-six mutineers were placed
promptly under arrest and charged with disobedience of orders,
riot, and mutiny. Joseph Searle, the accused ringleader of the
mutiny received “thirty-nine lashes upon his bare back” and was
drummed out of the army. Washington remitted the sentences
upon the remainder of the crew, which ranged from flogging,
payment of heavy fines, to dishonorable discharge. Nathaniel
Cleaves records in his diary, September 14, 1775, that Lieutenant
William Groves of Moses Brown’s Company brought the Marble
head marines to Prospect Hill in Cambridge on the evening of
the thirteenth. Presumably, Groves and his Beverly-based com
mand had marched to Gloucester for the purpose of transferring
the mutineers to Cambridge. A Cambridge resident, writing to a
friend in New York, September 14, noted that “had it not been
for a mutiny among the crew, they might have taken eight more
[like the Unity] and captured the [Lively]" The Hannah lay
unmanned at Gloucester for a week, before fifty men and officers
from Glover’s regiment were sent to reman the schooner.10

It was increased concern over British supplies pouring into Bos
ton, reinforcing General Gage’s troops, which led Washington to
add additional armed cruisers to his single-vessel naval force. The
new craft were to prey upon British supply ships and to avoid
armed enemy craft, as did the Hannah. Colonels John Glover and
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Stephen Moylan were instructed by General Washington to pro
cure two craft, in addition to the Hannah, at Salem, Marblehead,
or Newbury, October 4, 1775, and to outfit them as armed
cruisers at Continental expense. As a result, Glover contacted
Archibald Selman, owner of the sixty-ton schooner Eliza and
Thomas Grant, owner of the seventy-two-ton Speedwell. After
considerable haggling, Glover made the necessary arrangements
to have the two schooners outfitted at Beverly and incorporated
into Washington’s fleet. Christened the Franklin and Hancock,
respectively, they became the second and third vessels of General
Washington’s New England Fleet. At about the same time, Con
gress instructed Washington to employ two vessels to hunt down
two British brigantines maneuvering in northern waters. Congress,
mistakenly, supposed that armed vessels could be obtained on short
notice from the colonies of Massachusetts-Bay, Connecticut, or
Rhode Island to carry out this mission. The colonies were in no
postion to outfit vessels of war in such fast order. This is why
General Washington, perhaps in anticipation of Congress’s request,
turned to Moylan and Glover to hire the Hancock and Franklin.11

There is no record of Broughton’s having taken additional
prizes while in command of the Hannah. Nonetheless, he was
sustained as a captain in Washington’s fleet until the end of the
year. In late October, 1775 Nicholson Broughton was given com
mand of the Hancock and John Selman commanded the Franklin.
Broughton was made commodore of this two-vessel fleet. Brough
ton and Selman seized the Mary and Prince William on October
29, 1775. The two prizes were sent into Marblehead. They were
ordered to be given back to their owners on December 19, 1775.
The two captains took the Phoebe, Captain Hunter, October 31,
1775, under similar questionable circumstances as those involv
ing the Unity affair. The “prize” was owned by a patriot, Enoch
Rust, of Boston. The Phoebe was taken first to Gloucester, and
Sergeant Benjamin Doak eventually took the vessel to Beverly.
Colonel Stephen Moylan, an aide to Washington, wrote to William
Bartlett, a prize agent at Beverly, concerning the significance of
the capture, December 2, 1775: “I have examined the Papers
belonging to the sloop Ph[o]ebe, & from them and other Circum
stances, it does not appear that Captain Broughton had good
Reasons for making Seizure of her . . . .” On November 13,
1775 Broughton and Selman seized the Speedwell. This action
proved to be in error. Robert H. Harrison, an aide to Washington,
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informed William Bartlett, December 4, 1775, that the Commander-in-Chief did

not consider the sloop at Cape-Anne [Gloucester], sent in
by Captain Broughton, to be a prize, & that he does not wish
to have any thing to do with her. There should always be
great care taken [he charged] that cargoes brought in, should
not be injured or Embezzled—It appears that the vessel
[Speedwell] belonged to Gen [era] 1 [Nathaniel] Greene, &
he will dispose of her as he shall think proper.
On December 29, 1775 Winthrop Sargent, agent at Gloucester,
suggested to Washington that Broughton pay damages to the
Speedwell’s master, James Cory. Commodore Broughton and his
soldier-mariners took the Lively, Sam fngersol, November 23,
1775, the Kingston Packet, owned by Richard Derby of Salem,
November 26, 1775, and the Warren, owned by John Denny of
New Haven, November 27, 1775. The Kingston Packet, taken
into Winter Haven south of Falmouth, was considered a deviation
in the line if not the spirit of Broughton’s instructions. The War
ren and its cargo was ordered restored to its owner, January 8,
1776.12

Even before Washington and Congress saw the need to com
mission the Hancock and Franklin, the British had received in
formation concerning Washington’s fleet preparations. The fol
lowing dispatch was sent to Vice Admiral Samuel Graves from
General Thomas Gage, September 14, 1775:
I would ... inform you that I have intelligence which I
depend upon, of the Rebels fitting out Crui[s]ers to inter
cept our Supplies, and to Seize our Despatches from Europe.
They are anxious to know what will be given in Consequence
of the Events that have happened, as they mean to form their
own Conduct accordingly.13
Although American historians have made little mention of Wash
ington’s naval endeavors until recent years, the British military
leaders seemed very concerned about Washington’s armed cruisers
early in the Revolution.

Before the Hannah was set aside as an armed cruiser, naval
history was made in Beverly harbor when HMS Nautilus, Cap
tain John Collins, engaged the armed schooner in battle. This
skirmish was the first planned naval battle of the American Revo
lution.
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It is difficult to record the entire history of the Hannah.
Records concerning many of its activities are not available. It is
a matter of record, however, that the Beverly-based schooner be
came a matter of concern to Vice Admiral Graves who com
manded the British fleet at Boston. He reported October 8, 1775,
that a rebel schooner had chased one of his ships, whereupon
he ordered HMS Nautilus, a ship suitable for such sudden ser
vice, to search out and destroy the Hannah. The rebel schooner
had fired four shots at one of the British transports coming from
Newfoundland to Boston, October 7, 1775.14
The hunter and the hunted met sometime around noon, Octo
ber 10, 1775. The Nautilus “immediately bore down upon [the
Hannah].” Chased by the British craft, Broughton put back to
Beverly harbor. The Nautilus undoubtedly cut an imposing pic
ture to the crew and officers of the Hannah. The British sloop’s
deck measured 98'xo", 8o'x%" at the keel, 2y'x2" breadth,
and I2'x8" depth in the hold. It boasted a burden of 316 tons,
an armament of sixteen guns, and a crew of 125 men. The
Nautilus had been built in Hull, England by J. Hodgson in
1762.15

Captain John Collins had come to Beverly from Boston on a
favorable SW wind. He had reached Halfway Rock, W by N,
%N, 5 miles by noontime. Halfway Rock is an island of rock
9500 yards SE of Mackerel Cove at the entrance of Beverly har
bor and is the halfway point between Boston and Gloucester.16
Shortly after noon the Nautilus sighted the Hannah and gave
chase. Both vessels were cutting across the mouths of Marblehead
and Salem harbors at 1:00 p.m.; at 3:30 p.m. the Nautilus was
just off Beverly, stating its position at Beverly Church, NW by N,
t/2 mile, just off the foot of the present Washington Street in
Beverly.17
Being outmanned and outgunned and in order to save the
Continental armed cruiser from capture, Captain Broughton ran
the Hannah aground on the Beverly shore. Such tactic permitted
Broughton’s crew to remove armament from the schooner and
fight from the beach. The Hannah was left grounded at the high
water mark, which occurred at 11:58 a.m. local time on the day
of the battle. The townspeople had helped in moving the arma
ments from the schooner.18
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Beverly, itself, shared in the attack upon the Hannah as the
Nautlius fired several shots into the town. The meeting house was
one of the apparent targets; damage was also done to a carriage
house. Although Captain Collins pounded the Hannah with grape,
he soon abandoned this effort at destruction, not being sufficiently
close to the armed cruiser to destroy her by fire. Meantime, Bev
erly’s aroused citizenry led by Colonel Henry Herrick, a member
of the town’s Committee of Correspondence, armed themselves
with muskets and fired upon the Nautilus. Such response made it
virtually impossible for the British sailors to shell the Hannah. At
least three pieces of cannon from the Hannah were erected on
shore to pelt Captain Collins’ crew. This “minuteman” action
helped save the Hannah.19
Approximately 200 Salem residents at Salem Neck (now Salem
Willows) aided in checking the effectiveness of the Nautilus’ attack
upon the rebel schooner. Captain Collins, caught in the cross-fire,
was powerless in getting close enough to see his hidden adversaries
and to cripple the Hannah. Unable to fire accurately upon the
residents of Salem and Beverly, Collins decided to retire from the
battle. When he made preparations to leave the scene he found
that his ship was grounded. Collins had to wait until the tide rose
before turning sail. This enforced wait caused much damage to
his rigging and hull as the citizens ashore kept up a constant firing
of cannon and small arms. The Nautilus did not move free until
nearly 7:30 that evening. It sustained rebel fire for approximately
three hours. About twenty shots went through its hammacoes and
hull. One man lost his leg; another was wounded in the side. Brit
ish seaman Johnathan Crozden “departed this fife,” Friday, Octo
ber 13. A Salem resident, David Newall, had his hand blown off
loading a cannon.20

Although carpenters were difficult to come by, further prepara
tions were made to bolster Washington’s flotilla when two addi
tional schooners, the Lee and Warren were made ready for Contin
ental service. The seventy-four-ton schooner Lee, armed with six
three-pounders, formerly the Two Brothers, belonged to Thomas
Stevens of Marblehead and “was brought over to Beverly to be
appraised and outfitted on October 12.” John Twisden of Marble
head rented out the Warren, formerly the Hawk, for sixty-six dol
lars per month on October 13, 1775. Unlike the crews of the other
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craft which joined Washington’s fleet, the 'Warren “was com
manded and manned by men from New Hampshire.” The Warren,
Captain Winbom Adams, sailed on October 30, 1775. Its first
prize, captured on November 2, 1775, was subsequently released.
The Warren proved more successful, November 25, 1775, when
the Rainbow, John McMonagle, a British supply ship laden with
550 bushels of potatoes was seized and taken to Portsmouth, New
Hampshire. The Rainbow had been destined for Boston from
Halifax. It was a forty-five-ton craft. Little is heard of the Warren
until mid-December, at which time it received new sails at Bev
erly and again went on cruising. Adams retook the seventy-ton
Sally on Christmas Eve and brought it into Beverly on Christmas
Day. It belonged to Peter Barbarie of Perth Amboy. This sloop,
previously bound from Lisbon to New York with a cargo of wine,
“had been seized near the Bermudas by the Niger, man-of-war,
Captain Talbot, and was on her way to Boston with a prize crew
when recaptured by Captain Adams.” The brig Peter was sent
into Plymouth December 23 by a privateer out of Plymouth at
about the same time the Sally was recaptured. The Peter had
drifted away from a British convoy as early as December 9,
1775.21

It was with a great deal of anticipated success that Washington
wrote to his brother, John, October 13, 1775, of recent fleet
preparations. The General noted that he had “fitted out . . . sev
eral privateers, with soldiers, who have been bred to the sea; and
[said] I have no doubt of making captures of several . . .
[British] transports, some of which have already fallen into our
hands, laden with provisions.”22 Washington must have been
referring to episodes of which there are no records available, of
unofficial privateering such as the prize seized at Portsmouth,
October 5, 1775, or of the Unity incident. To date, he had sent
out the Hannah, but the Hancock, Franklin, Harrison, Warren,
Lee, and Washington had not yet sailed nor seized any prizes.

The Hannah was retired from Washington’s fleet soon after its
engagement with the Nautilus. William Bell Clark sets the Han
nah’s retirement date at November 6, assuming that it was com
missioned on August 15, 1775. There is no reason however, that
the historian cannot assume thkt the Hannah was commissioned
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the first of August and was decommissioned on the day Nicholson
Broughton assumed command of the Hancock, October 22, 1775.
This opinion is based on the twenty-one days mentioned in
Glover’s account with the United Colonies (q.v.). It is reason
able to assume Broughton retained command of the Hannah until
the Hancock sailed. Therefore, the choice of the August 1 date.
We have already indicated that Broughton and Selman, respec
tively, captained the Hancock and Franklin which were both
ready to take troops on board by October 15, 1775. Troops
came from Glover’s Twenty-first to man the two armed cruisers.
Each was manned with seventy-five men, and several swivels.
One was equipped with six six-pounders; the second was armed
with four six-pounders. Materials from the Hannah eventually
were placed aboard the Lee. The team of Broughton and Selman
sailed from Beverly for the mouth of the St. Lawrence River,
October 22, 1775. They had been delayed from an earlier de
parture because of the great difficulty in obtaining supplies and
men in the greater Beverly area. John Glover had been instru
mental in obtaining provisions for both the Franklin and Hancock;
"four thousand weight of bread” was purchased at Beverly, but at
the “extravagant price of thirty-two shillings per hundred weight.”
Commodore Broughton was ordered to search out two British
brigantines, and if the mission failed, Broughton and Selman
were “to cruise off the mouth of the [St. Lawrence] [R]iver as
long as the season would permit and attempt to seize all vessels in
the service of the British army.” Under Broughton’s command of
the Hancock and Franklin, seven additional vessels were seized, as
mentioned earlier. Broughton and Selman returned to port early in
December with little worthwhile success to their credit Many
of their prizes proved to be American vessels. Washington ex
perienced considerable embarassment, December 7, 1775, when
Broughton delivered two Canadian prisoners: Philip Callbeck,
attorney-general, senior councilor, and commander-in-chief, pro
tem., and Thomas Wright, surveyor and councilman, both of St.
John’s. The prisoners were quickly released at Salem, marched to
Cambridge, and sent immediately to Halifax. This series of events
was the beginning of the end to the controversial careers of
Broughton and Selman in Washington’s New England Fleet. In
a letter to Colonel Joseph Reed, January 2, 1776, Stephen Moylan
described his feelings toward the two Marbleheaders: “[Brough
ton and Selman] are indolent and inactive souls. Their time was
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out yesterday, and from frequent rubs they got from me (under
the General’s wings), they feel sore, and decline serving longer.
I hope we shall pick out some more active men.”28

Two additional vessels, the brigantine Washington, Captain
Sion Martindale of Rhode Island and the Harrison, Captain Wil
liam Coit of Connecticut, probably joined Washington’s fleet
shortly after the Hancock, Franklin and Lee. There are no specific
dates to indicate when the two craft sailed initially. They were
both outfitted at Plymouth, Massachusetts. Similar problems con
nected with the preparation of these vessels for war as those real
ized at Beverly were experienced by the Plymouth Rebels. The
Harrison was equipped with four carriage guns, ten swivels, and
fifty men. It held “two topsails and oars on her quarters . . . .”
The schooner’s colors displayed a green pine tree in a white field.
The motto read: “Appeal to Heaven.” The signal employed by the
Harrison to identify itself to other armed cruisers in Washing
ton’s fleet “was to hoist the Colours at the Fore topmast head,
And lower the main Sail half down.” The Washington, formerly
the Endeavor, was outfitted with six six-pounders, four fourpounders, four swivel guns and seventy-four men. The services
of the Harrison and Washington were greatly needed; enemy trans
ports were continuing to arrive at Boston periodically. The crews
at Plymouth proved as unruly as that of the Hannah, however.
“Rhode Islanders aboard the Washington and Connecticut men
manning the Harrison actually deserted their ships.” No wonder
Washington had such a low opinion of his fleet, as he disgustingly
reflected upon the early months of its activity at Cape Cod and
Cape Ann. The Harrison, formerly the Triton, was afloat again on
November 4, 1775. On November 5, 1775 it seized the schooner
Industry, Charles Coffin and Sibbeline White’s sloop Polly. Pris
oners from these Nova Scotia vessels, captured by Captain Coit off
Plymouth, according to Greenwood, were made to “land upon the
same rock our ancestors first trod when they landed in America,
where they gave three cheers and wished success to American
arms.” The Harrison took the fishing schooner Thomas, fifteen
tons, with, a cargo of wine, November 29, 1775. It was declared
an improper prize, however, and returned to its owner, December
5, 1775. There is a record of the Washington sailing with the
Harrison on November 23 and that a longboat from the Washing
ton took the sloop Britannia, Captain Joseph Hall, November 27,
1775, bound to Boston from Nova Scotia. By the 28th of Novem
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ber Captain Martindale’s crew refused to sail with him on the
Washington. The crew justified their action on the basis of hav
ing signed on as soldiers, not as mariners. No prizes were taken
thereafter by the Washington. The British Fowey, Captain George
Montagu, captured the Washington on December 4, 1775. This
was the first recorded British capture of an American armed vessel
in the Revolutionary era. Prisoners aboard the Washington were
taken on board the Tartar, December 11, 1775, and sent to Eng
land. General Howe, in a private letter to Lord Dartmouth, Decem
ber 14, 1775, hoped “that the uncertainty about the fate of the
crew of the Washington would deter others from privateering. . . .”
Howe further added: “Besides I could wish a Distinction to be
made between Prisoners taken on Shore and on Sea, which last
Mode of War will hurt us more effectually than any thing they
can do by Land during our Stay at this Place.” The British General
ignored John Hancock’s correspondence concerning exchange of
prisoners aboard the Washington, seemingly purposefully, in order
to dissuade the Americans from further privateering. The Harri
son was eventually decommissioned by Washington in April,
1776.24

Captain John Manley, commander of the Lee and the naval
hero of Washington’s New England Fleet, proved “the most suc
cessful of the captains and was regarded by Washington with
special favor.” Although bom in England, Manley came to Marble
head in early manhood. He was commissioned captain of the Lee,
a Marblehead craft, which had been brought to Beverly for out
fitting, October 12, 1775, under the supervision of Colonels
Glover and Moylan. The Lee, a seventy-four-ton schooner, car
ried a large square-sail on the fore topmast. It “mounted four
four-pounders and ten swivels and was manned by fifty soldiers
from Glover’s regiment.” John Glover, Jr. was appointed by Wash
ington as Manley’s second in command. Colonel Glover’s son had
previously served with Broughton. The Lee's scheduled departure
date from Beverly, October 28, 1775, was interrupted by an un
favorable wind which prevented it from putting to sea until a
day later.28
Manley did not disappoint General Washington as had Cap
tains Broughton and Selman. He captured several small vessels,
November 6, 1775, off Plymouth. Both Manley and Coit had been

grounded, November 1-4, 1775, awaiting favorable winds. None
theless, on November 8, “under cover of the Lee, some . . .
people of Beverly made a prize of the [eighty-ton] schooner [Two
Sisters,] Captain [Robert] Robbins, with beef, pork, and butter
from Ireland. Colonel Glover and others witnessed the capture.”
Paul Revere, a messenger from Massachusetts to the Continental
Congress, forwarded the “interesting papers as to the troops about
to be sent out, and letters addressed to English army officers”
found aboard the Two Sisters. At the same time, the North Briton,
John Richie, was taken into Beverly. William Bartlett received
the prize on November 18, 1775.26
Captain Manley sent the schooner Ranger, William McGlathry,
into Marblehead harbor on November 7, 1775. The prize was
laden with firewood and destined for Boston. The Ranger had
formerly been a prize to the British man-of-war Cerberus. The
schooner contained a midshipman, two marines, four sailors, be
sides the master. Three days after the Ranger was seized, No
vember 10, 1775, Manley was responsible for capturing a forty
ton schooner from Ireland bound for Newbury. It proved to be
an American craft and was ordered to be discharged on November
11, 1775.27
Bad sailing weather and mutiny within the crew impeded
Manley’s efforts until he took the Nancy, November 27, 1775.
Even then, he missed the opportunity to seize a larger ordinance
vessel. In fact, privateering went badly for Washington’s entire
fleet during the middle weeks of November. General Washington
wrote to General Reed, November 20, 1775, stating that “our
rascally privateersmen go on at the old rate, mutinying if they
cannot do as they please. Those at Plymouth, Beverly, and Ports
mouth have done nothing worth mentioning in the prize way, and
no account as yet [has been] received from those far eastward
[Broughton’s command].” At this point, Washington was par
ticularly concerned with the British Phoenix, Captain Hyde Par
ker, “a ship well fraught with Ordinance . . . [and] Ordinance
Stores . . . Its forty-four guns were a great threat to Boston har
bor. The Phoenix did not harm Washington’s fleet, however, nor
the coastline ports from Gloucester to Plymouth. Much later,
August 1, 1776, it raised havoc with Washington’s New York
Fleet. In conjunction with the Rose, the Phoenix engaged the
Lady Washington, Witing, Spitfire, and two other unarmed gal
leys.28
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In mid November, Manley, who was at Beverly, received in
formation from Cambridge that the British brigantine Nancy was
headed toward Boston. He sighted its sail, overhauled it without
resistance, and took the brig into Gloucester, November 27, 1775.
The Nancy was a 250-ton prize, Captain Robert Hunter. The
brig held a “cargo of military stores ordered some four months
previous by Lieutenant-Colonel Samuel Cleveland, R.A., which
[was] to be delivered to John Grant, commissary and paymaster
to the train of [British] artillery in North America.” The Nancy’s
cargo was of great importance to the American war effort. This
“floating arsenal” carried 2000 muskets, thirty tons of musket
shot, 30,000 round shot, 100,000 flints, eleven mortar beds, and
a huge brass mortar weighing 3000 pounds.29
The “thirteen-inch brass mortar, which promised to be most
useful in the seige of Boston,” was placed on a bed before the
Continental Laboratory at Cambridge. It was named THE CON
GRESS and was considered “the noblest piece of ordinance ever
landed in America.” Lord Amherst is credited with saying that
“the loss was much resented in England, and occasioned some
very severe animadversions upon the Admiralty, both within doors
and without, for hazarding a cargo of such value and importance
in a defenseless vessel.” An estimated value of 10,500 pounds
sterling was placed upon the captured cargo.30

The English poet George Cockings expressed in verse the sore
loss of the Nancy to the Americans:

Retarded by a tedious long delay,
The live stock perished on the blust’ring sea,
And transport ships became provincial prey.
Laden with apparatus for the train,
Thrice strove the Nancy Boston’s port to gain;
Oft as she came, the wind unfriendly grew
(A rough opposing storm against her blew:)
The Ceberus for her protection sail’d
But in th’ attempt the royal frigate fail’d;
In darkness wrapp’d by tempest rudely tost,
They parted, and the precious prize was lost;
This through the loyal army spread a damp;
And fill’d with pleasure the provincial camp.81
General Washington feared that the prize Nancy, located at
Gloucester, might be recaptured by the British. Colonel John
Glover, “who had returned to his army duties at Cambridge after
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outfitting vessels at Beverly,” was placed in charge of moving the
booty from the Nancy in wagons to army headquarters. Glover
deployed four companies of soldiers to Gloucester where part of
the cargo had been unloaded to protect the goods being trans
ported to Cambridge. Local teams of horses and Gloucester Min
utemen were employed to ensure the safety of the badly needed
stores. Stores from the Nancy were safe at Cambridge by Decem
ber 21, 1775.32
John Manley continued to be the most successful captain in
Washington’s New England Fleet. He took the Polly on the day
after his success with the Nancy. Manley took another British
sloop on November 30. On December 3, 1775 Manley captured
the 300-ton sloop Concord, James Lowrie, from Greenock, Scot
land. He took the prize into the mouth of Marblehead harbor.
The sloop, “being ordered round to Beverly, got aground on the
bar while turning in,” but William Bartlett and Jonathan Glover
took charge of the ship and cargo and made it safe. The prize
contained “baled dry-goods, with 350 chaldrons of coals . . . .”
The cargo was valued at over 3600 pounds sterling. It had been
shipped to a Boston merchant and part owner of the Concord,
James Anderson, by Crawford, Anderson & Company of England.
The Concord contained important papers and letters to be assessed
by American intelligence experts. Anderson, who served as a Cap
tain in the Scotch Company at Boston, was proclaimed an enemy
to the American cause.33
The Concord incident created a more complicated situation
for Washington than any of the other prizes taken by the armed
cruisers in his fleet. The General acknowledged its seizure, “but
not thinking himself authorized to declare vessels . . . transport
ing goods from British owners for their agents here, lawful cap
tures . . . thought it expedient to refer the matter to the deter
mination of the Congress . . .
In his report to President Han
cock concerning the Concord incident, Washington indicated that
on “strict examination” he found the cargo “to be the property of
the shippers, and the person to whom consigned,” rather than
belonging to the British Army. The problem was given to Congress
for solution. Nonetheless, Washington informed that body, De
cember 16, 1775, that “there are many articles on board so ab
solutely necessary for the army, that . . . whether she is made
a prize or not, we must have them.” Congress approved Washing
tons’ suggestion, December 19, 1775, when it resolved:
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That all transport vessels in the same service [British],
having on board any troops, arms, ammunitions, cloathing
(sic), provisions, or military or naval stores of what kind so
ever, and all vessels to whomsoever belonging, that shall be
employed in carrying provisions or other necessaries to the
British Army or armies, or navy, that now are or shall here
after be within any of the United Colonies, or any goods,
wares, or merchandizes, for the use of such fleet and army,
shall be liable to seizure, and with their cargoes, shall be con
fiscated.34
Congress finally officially approved "the General’s fitting out
armed vessels to intercept enemy’s supplies,” December 2, 1775.
With the continued seizure of British shipping by the Continental
armed cruisers, the enemy armed a transport at Boston, Decem
ber 4, 1775, to decoy Washington’s fleet. Both Washington and
the Continental Congress hoped to foil the success of such a
scheme. The General, in writing to John Hancock, December 4,
1775, noted that being "apprized of their design, I hope they will
be disappointed.” Vice-Admiral Graves outfitted the Sea Nymph
as an armed brig, December 4, 1775. This may have been the
British man-of-war to which Washington referred. In the face
of Graves’ attempt to foil Washington’s armed cruisers, another
British schooner, the Fisher, was seized and taken to Salem on or
about December 6, 1775.35
Washington’s fleet faced patriot as well as Tory resistance dur
ing its operations at the year’s end. All the same, despite efforts
by Captain John Derby (the Salem hero who had sailed the Quero
to England with the message of battle at Lexington and Concord,
April-July, 1775) who demanded the immediate return of guns
borrowed from him to outfit the Lee, Manley continued to seize
enemy shipping. If Derby had taken his guns, he would have put
the armed cruiser Lee out of commission. The dilemma was ad
justed temporarily by Colonel John Glover. As a result, the Lee
brought the 300-ton Jenny, Captain William Foster, into Beverly
on December 9, 1775. Foster sunk his papers, letters, and some
arms, when he realized inevitable capture by Manley. A packet
containing Foster’s private signals was salvaged. The Jenny’s cargo
consisted chiefly of coal, porter, and forty live hogs. It was
mounted by double fortified six-pounders, six blunder-busses, and
employed eighteen men before the mast. Colonel Moylan observed
in a letter to William Bartlett on December 10, that Captain Fos
ter of the Jenny deserved "to be severely punished,” if he deliber
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ately had thrown his papers overhoard after realizing his probable
capture; and that if so, he would in any other war “suffer death
for such action . . .
It was an expression of tenderness toward
such prisoners to give them their lives, declared Manley [and]
indicative of the fact “that Americans are humane as well as
brave.” In the end, Captain Foster and another of his aides were
given parole privileges at Salem. Captain Foster attempted to
escape on board the Fowey, which was running at anchor off Bev
erly harbor. He was thwarted in his effort through information
given by Andrew Rogers and John Robertson. Foster was then
escorted to Cambridge by Colonel John Glover. By January 26,
1776 Captain William Foster, along with Captains James Lowrie
(Cowcord) and Robert Hunter (Nancy) were paroled.36
On the same day the Jenny was captured, December 9, 1775,
Manley captured the 150-ton brigantine from Antigua, Little
Hannah, Robert Adams. Her cargo included these items: 130
puncheons of rum, 100 cases of Geneva gin, sweetmeats, limes,
and a cask of oranges. The oranges had been sent “to please the
delicate appetite of . . . Lord Howe . . . .” They undoubtedly
proved to be more beneficial to the militia men in the Continental
Army. The high spirits of the American soldiers were maintained
by seizing “constant supplies of various kinds; and while a severe
dysentery was raging, Manley had the good fortune to send in a
quantity of medicines, which his Excellency [Washington] pub
licly acknowledged were of more service than if . . . [Manley]
had forwarded as many tons of gold dust as there were of Jesuit’s
bark.”37
Soon after seizing the Jenny and Little Hannah, Manley took
another brigantine from Antigua. Its cargo contained some pre
served ginger which proved very agreeable to the captors. At about
the same time, Manley took a sixty-ton sloop (a two mast boat
with four swivels) into Beverly without resistance. Seven captives
were taken from the prize. Alarmed over the continued successes
of Washington’s fleet, General Howe sent the following message
to the Earl of Dartmouth, December 13, 1775:
I am . . . concerned to observe that the uncertainty of de
fenseless vessels getting into this harbor [Boston] is rendered
more precarious, by the rebel privateers infesting the bay,
who can take advantage of many inlets on the coast, where
His Majesty’s ships cannot pursue them, and from whence
they can safely avail themselves of any favorable opportuni
ties that offer. The [Vice] Admiral [Graves] being of the
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opinion that the ships cannot block up the several ports of
Cape Anne, Marblehead, Beverly and Plymouth, which af
ford protection to these pirates, without the assistance of land
force, that cannot at present be spared, has placed his ships
in Nantasket-Road, with orders to cruise from thence in the
bay; which, not proving effectual, I would humbly propose
that the provisions, and other valuable stores, be sent out for
the future in ships-of-war, without their lower deckgun, or
in vessels of sufficient force to defend themselves against
these pirates.88

Howe’s suggestions were met with the continued seizure of British
vessels by Washington’s fleet.
The Lee captured the sixty-ton sloop Betsey, John Atkinson,
December 17, 1775. Because of the importance of official papers
aboard the prize, Washington considered the Betsey “little inferior
to any prize our famous Manley has taken.” The craft was
brought into Beverly where its cargo of Indian corn, potatoes, and
oats was stored. The Betsey was an armed vessel dispatched by
Lord Dunmore, Royal Governor of Virginia, to Boston. Dunmore’s
headquarters was aboard the Otter off Norfolk, Virginia; he had
taken leave of Norfolk after the crushing defeat of Captain Leslie
by Colonel William Woodford’s patriot force at the battle of Great
Bridge, December 9, 1775. A valuable “packet of letters” was
confiscated and sent to Cambridge from Beverly by Captain James
Chambers, rather than entrusting them to a “common express.”
Upon investigation of the letters, Washington informed Congress
that if Dunmore’s stronghold in Virginia were not crushed, the
fate of the American Colonies would be in constant jeopardy.39
Washington’s fleet was so successful in seizing enemy prizes
that it became necessary to fortify more adequately the ports of
Beverly, Salem, and Marblehead; the majority of the prizes were
riding in these ports. The Salem Committee of Correspondence
requested that Washington bolster defenses at Salem, “when he
can do it consistent with [the] attention he must pay to the de
fense of the whole [Colony of Massachusetts].” As a result of this
request, Washington permitted a small assortment of loose twelves
and sixes (shot) from the Nancy to be sold, or loaned if neces
sary, to the town of Salem, December 6, 1775. The shot could
not be given outright to Salem; the captors were still expecting
reimbursement upon the sale of the confiscated booty attendant
with the prize Nancy. All packaged munitions found aboard the
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Nancy were eventually sent to Cambridge for military use. Wash
ington sent $2000 to William Bartlett, prize agent at Beverly,
to defray expenses concomitant with the naval stores aboard the
Nancy.40
Beverly needed even more substantial defenses than either
Salem or Marblehead; most of the prizes taken by the Continental
armed cruisers in Washington’s fleet were sent into Beverly, either
at capture or shortly thereafter. Beverly’s intricate harbor was a
great asset to Washington, in that it provided a haven for prizes—
a zone of safety from the British warships. By December 3, 1775,
Vice Admiral Samuel Graves directed the following men-of-war
to cruise between Cape Anne and Cape Cod: Lively, Fowey,
Nautilus, and Canceaux. On December 13, General Howe was
alarmed over danger to British shipping at Gloucester, Marble
head, Beverly, and Plymouth. Washington’s prize agent at Beverly,
William Bartlett, showed grave concern for the safety of prizes
located at Beverly harbor. In a letter to the Commander-in-Chief,
December n, 1775, he stated:
I beg leave to enclose your Excellency the petition of the
Committee of Correspondence of this town [of Beverly],
where they set forth the situation of it in a very clear light,
and pray your Excellency would hear and answer the same,
if you in your great wisdom think it necessary. Those valu
able prizes, brought in here, are much exposed, as we have
nothing to defend them with. Our harbour is as safe as can
be, where there is water sufficient to bring in such vessels.
Our forts and breastworks, built at the town’s expense, would
not only protect the prizes, but the town, if we had guns and
ammunition to put in them. Therefore, pray upon your Ex
cellency would hear the petition not only for the relief of
the town, but to preserve that interest now belonging to the
Continent.
The petition initiated by the members of the Beverly Committee
of Correspondence further underscored the port’s needs:
May it please your Excellency . . . that as the high hand of
Ministerial cruelty hath brought us into a most unnatural
war with our mother country, by which means the Town of
Beverly is much exposed to their most unnatural, savagelike
cruelty, (the town lying more than four miles on the sea
coast, and a great part of the way convenient for landing),
the inhabitants of this town, with the assistance of some of
the neighboring towns, have thrown up breastworks in sev
eral of the most advantageous places next akin to none, to
support them with. And what renders us more obnoxious to
their most unnatural cruelty and vengeance is, that the Con21

tinental privateers, and others, make this harbour their place
of rendezvous, and have of late brought into this harbour a
number of very valuable prizes, which we think are very
much exposed to the enemy, as [is] also the town in general.
Therefore, your petitioners humbly pray that your Excellency
would be graciously pleased to give us some relief under our
most difficult and distressed circumstances, and let us have,
if in your wisdom think best, two nine-pounders, with a suit
able quantity of ammunition for the same; and those two sixpounders and a half barrell (stc) of powder, and about twen
ty balls, on board the ship Jenny, and those two small pieces
of cannon brought in on board the brig [Little] Hannah, to
gether with a half barrel of powder said to be on board,
(which vessels were brought into this harbour by Captain
Manley), and also for some shot for the above said small can
non, which will, we think, contribute much to the safety of
the interest of the United Colonies, as also of this town in
particular, and will be greatly received by your most humble
and obedient servants . . . .41

Washington responded to Beverly’s petition, December 15,
1775, by authorizing William Bartlett to avail the town of all
available cannon, except those necessary in outfitting vessels for
privateering. Powder was scarce in Massachusetts, but the Commander-in-Chief granted Beverly permission “to use the powder
aboard the captured vessels in the harbour in the event the town
were attacked.” Six months later, June 7, 1776, Colonel Glover’s
men, aboard the Lee and Warren, took the Ann, “laden with
arms.” Some of the captured muskets aboard the Ann “were turned
over to the Fourteenth,” then guarding Beverly’s coastline.42
Captain Moses Brown’s troops, which were drawn from the
surrounding towns on the North Shore and stationed at Beverly,
were due to finish their enlistments on December 31, 1775. Once
this contingent of militia was discharged, Beverly’s manned might
would become nil. Early in revolutionary conflict with the British,
Congress had “formulated a clear policy of national defense . . .
[which stated that] each colony was to provide local forces for
local defense.” Beverly had become so important to the patriot
cause by late 1775, however, that this regulation was side-stepped
and Washington dispatched Glover's Twenty-first to defend the
town. Boston and Beverly were the only two Massachusetts towns
protected by Congressional troops by the time the army’s main
trunk marched to New York in the spring of 1776. Glover’s regi
ment stopped off first at Marblehead, before Christmas 1775, to
ward off a possible attack by three British men-of-war hovering
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nearby. As has already been disclosed, the Lively, Fowey, Nau
tilus, and Canceaux were hovering off ports from Gloucester to
Plymouth in early December. Twenty pieces of cannon had al
ready been erected at the entrance of Marblehead harbor as a
defensive measure. When the threat to Marblehead subsided a
few days later, Glover and approximately 422 officers and men re
moved to Beverly “for a tour of duty lasting nearly seven
months.”43

Sending Colonel Glover’s regiment to Beverly seemed even
more justifiable to General Washington when it was decided,
January 1, 1776, that Gloucester was no longer “looked upon as
safe to lay up any prizes or their cargoes.” All prizes taken by
Washington’s fleet were then sent from Gloucester to Beverly.
William Bartlett, who received a two and one-half per cent com
mission on all cargo sales, took charge of the transfer operation.
Thereafter, Beverly served as the central port of entry for the
captains of Washington’s New England Fleet. By the beginning
of 1776 “there were ten enemy prizes riding at anchor in the
harbor alongside the thirty-one schooners, ten merchant vessels,
and three sloops belonging to local inhabitants.” Beverly now had
become the most important naval base in the American Colonies.44
Colonel John Glover took up the task of defending Beverly and
manning three major points, by early 1776: Tuck’s Point (where
the main guard was stationed), Woodberry’s Point (this breast
works provided for a seven-gun embrasure—it had been armed
with a pair of six-pounders since November, 1775), and William
Bartlett’s Wharf (which contained several captured cargoes).
Barracks were built for Glover’s men at what is presently (1969)
known as Independence Park. Additional accommodations were
rented from the townspeople to quarter troops. Glover’s Twentyfirst was redesignated the Fourteenth Continental, January 1,
1776. The latter contained at least one entire company of Beverly
residents commanded by Captain Moses Brown. Others hailed
from Marblehead, Salem, and Lynn. The regiment totalled ap
proximately 400 men and officers.4®

The fortification at Tuck’s Point was constructed by Glover
and his regiment in February, 1776. It “was designed to ward off
any British attempt to seize either Washington’s fleet or any of the
captured prizes.” The fort was “built as a sandbank battery and
laid out in five embrasures . . . [and] armed with two six-pound
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fieldpieces.” Marbleheaders loaned Beverly the cannon to arm the
fort.46
Lesser works were established by Glover’s men at West Beach.
This fortification contained a five-gun battery. Smaller points
along Beverly’s extended coastline also were fortified. Five separ
ate units guarded the naval base at Beverly by mid-x776. None
theless, in June, 1776, when a committee of the Massachusetts
Provincial Congress inspected Beverly’s breastworks, the town’s
fortifications fell far short of impressing the congressional dele
gation.47
The threat to Beverly and other North Shore ports did not sub
side until the British evacuated Boston, March 17, 1776 and
Nantasket Roads, June 14, 1776. Glover’s regiment guarded Bev
erly until the Fourteenth was ordered to join the main army in
New York, July 11, 1776. Independence Park, overlooking Bev
erly harbor, was the site at which Glover read the famous words
of America’s justification of independence, three days before he
departed Massachusetts.48

America’s first Continental flotilla disbanded temporarily as
the mariners’ terms of enlistment came to an end, Decem
ber 31, 1775. On January 1, 1776, Washington commissioned
Captain John Manley commodore of the reorganized fleet. Manley took charge of the Hancock. He and his crew received an ad
vance in pay at Beverly the same day. Daniel Waters, commis
sioned on January 20, took command of the Lee. Samuel Tucker
was assigned to the Franklin and William Burke to the Warren.
Charles Dyar was placed in command of the Harrison while John
Ayres was put in command of the Lynch, when it was placed in
service in February, 1776. The Warren was lying at Beverly when
Burke boarded the schooner. Captains Tucker and Dyar received
commissions January 30, 1776. Captains Ayres and Burke were
commissioned on February 1, 1776. The Washington and its
seventy-four-man crew did not rejoin the fleet. It had been cap
tured by the Fowey and sent to Boston in December, 1775. The
effectiveness of the reorganized fleet was stifled temporarily, ac
cording to Stephen Moylan, in correspondence to Joseph Reed,
January 2, 1776:
I am just informed all the vessels are now in port, the officers
and men quitted them; what a pity, as vessels are every day
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arriving: indeed the chance of taking any, is pretty well over,
as a man-of-war is stationed so as to command the entrance
of Beverly, Salem, and Marblehead—we must have ships to
cope with them.49
With the reorganization of Washington’s New England Fleet,
"[John] Glover once again helped to muster crews [for Manley
and Burke], procure vessels, and outfit ships.” By the end of
January, 1776, “with new crews and commanders aboard its ves
sels, the fleet was operating out of Beverly . . . .” The schooner
Lynch, owned by Colonel John Lee of Marblehead, was commis
sioned through the efforts of Colonel John Glover. It literally was
chopped from the ice in early February, 1776 and sent from
Manchester to Beverly for outfitting. It took eight men two days
to free the schooner. Their only delight, as the workmen faced the
bitter February cold, was finding solace at John Alien’s inn dur
ing the evenings; here they indulged in grog, hot rum, and sugar.
It took an additional twelve men to repair damage to the hull.
AH the same, the Lynch was ready to sail in eighteen days. After
docking at William Bartlett’s wharf in Beverly, the schooner re
ceived “a topmast, two top-sail yards, a square yard, a cross-jack
yard, a pair of cross-trees, two steering sail booms, a ringtail boom,
a flying jib boom, and an ensign staff.” All of her sails had to be al
tered and repaired; she took “a new ringtail, two topsails and a new
square sail . . . .” Rigging and eighteen loads of ballast were
secured from Salem. Its armaments included: two four-pounders
and four swivels. Although outfitted at Beverly, the Lynch worked
out of Portsmouth by May, 1776. Venturing easterly “into transAtlantic ship channels,” she met up with a British frigate and was
chased into Boston. Captain Ayres had lightened his vessel in
order to outdistance the enemy frigate. John Bradford, prize agent
at Boston, did not believe Ayres’ story and “had the Lynch laid
up, continuing captain and crew in pay until he received contrary
orders . . . .” Ayres was eventually dismissed from commanding
the Lynch. Captain John Adams was assigned to the Lynch, there
after, for the purpose of sending dispatches to France. She was
employed by the Massachusetts Council of Safety on March 3,
1777. The Lynch eventually was captured by the eighty-gun ship
Freudrovant, Captain John Jervis, who took the schooner to Ply
mouth, England, May 23, 1777.50
Washington’s little flotilla continued to attack and seize enemy
shipping throughout much of 1776. On January 18, 1776, Cap

tain Mascell, manning a Continental privateer, undoubtedly out
of Philadelphia, carried a ship of about 250 tons into Gloucester.
It was out of Lynn-Haven. Her cargo consisted of blankets, oat
meal, shoes, and coal. Captain Tucker took the sixty-ton Rainbow,
Samuel Perkins, into Gloucester, January 24, 1776. The sloop was
laden with wood and provisions. Having a certificate from the
Committee of Safety at Newcastle, Perkins was permitted to pro
ceed to Salem. The Rainbow was then intercepted by the British.
The Hancock took two prizes to Plymouth with cargo of coal, beer,
and potatoes January 25, 1776: the 130-ton Happy Return,
James Hall and the 120-ton Norfolk, Jonathan Grendall, both of
Whitehaven. The same day Manley “fell in with a British eight
gun dispatch vessel, General Gage, coming in from Halifax and
had a brisk engagement in sight of the enemy’s fleet in Nantasket
Roads,” but failed to capture her. Washington complimented Manley in a letter, upon hearing of the General Gage episode, January
28, 1776: “Your conduct in engaging the eight-gun schooner with
so few hands as you went out with, your attention to securing
your prizes and your general good behavior since you first engaged
in the service, merit my and your country’s thanks.” At this time
Washington showed a concern for Manley’s fighting with an in
ferior vessel and ordered the commodore to engage British tenders
with caution, until a more substantial vessel could be outfitted—
one which would place him upon a more equal footing with the
enemy. On January 30, 1776 Manley once again encountered the
enemy off Plymouth. He was chased by the British brig Hope
until “he ran his vessel on shore a little south of the North River
in Scituate.” Although he was fired upon for nearly five hours by
Lieutenant George Dawson’s crew, none of his men were sacri
ficed. The British claimed the Hope destroyed the Hancock and
killed several of Manley’s crew—an unfounded story. The Han
cock, which had been filled with water, had to be raised and refit
ted, but it was soon ready for another cruise. Manley and his crew
had escaped from the water-filled craft in small boats.51

A day earlier, January 29, 1776, Captains Waters and Tuck
er, of the Lee and Franklin, respectively, caught “Manley fever”
and sent the 300-ton brigantine Henry and Ester, Captain Nellis,
into Squam Harbor. This Boston-bound brig from La Have, Nova
Scotia was laden with “sixty-two cords of wood, one hundred and
fifty water butts, and forty suits of soldiers’ bedding.” It also con
tained some freshly killed meat. The prize was significant not
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only for its booty; the intelligence rendered by Captain Nellis in
formed Washington of British reinforcements at Halifax. General
Massey had arrived there with two regiments from Ireland in
January, 1776. Captains Manley and Tucker (and an unnamed
captain in Washington’s fleet) took the 300-ton transport Susan
nah, March 6, 1776 and carried her to Portsmouth, New Hamp
shire. Its cargo included: peas, potatoes, sauerkraut, medicine,
powder, swivels, and six carriage guns.52
Two major factors played havoc with Washington’s fleet from
mid-February through March 17, 1776: first, the fleet was
haunted by HMS Forney, Captain George Montagu, which was
lying off Marblehead—this ship kept Washington’s armed cruisers
confined to Gloucester; and secondly, much attention was being
focused upon the events leading up to the British evacuation from
Boston—such action permitted little by way of prize-taking activ
ity off Boston. Few prizes were taken by the armed cruisers during
this period, although Washington ordered Commodore Manley to
“dog” the British convoy guarded by the Fowey. Manley was not
foiled entirely in his efforts. Just prior to British evacuation from
Boston, March 10, 1776, Manley, aided by Captains Waters,
Tucker, and Ayres, sent “a ship of 300 tons, out 17 weeks from
London, bound to Boston” into Gloucester harbor. The cargo of
the Stakesby, James Watt, listed “180 casks of porter ... 50
casks of sourcrout (sic), together with coal, cheese . . .” and
three five hogs. It contained very little new British intelligence;
the Stakesby had been out to sea for some time.63
Commodore Manley took a ship full of Scotch Tories and
their property, March 21, 1776. The same day, Manley, with
three more of the fleet’s cruisers, endeavored “to cut out a brig
from the West Indies . . . ,” but the little fleet was “pursued
by the sloop . . . Savage, eight guns, Captain Hugh Bromedge,
and the armed brig Diligence, ten guns, Captain Thomas Davey
. . . and driven within the Gurnet in Plymouth Bay . . . .”64
On April 2, 1776 “the brigantine Elizabeth, Captain Peter
Ramsey, bound for Halifax, yielded after an obstinate defense, to
the Hancock, Lee, and Lynch . ...” A claim by Captain Burke
of the Warren that he was one of the captors was voided. The
Warren had been nowhere in sight of the captured prize. The
Elizabeth was first taken to Beverly and ultimately to Portsmouth,
New Hampshire. The prize had originally been a Portsmouth
vessel, but it had become a British prize early in October, 1775
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and sent to Boston. The cargo included woolen articles, shoes,
rum, and sugar. Its value was set at approximately 35,000 pounds
sterling. The cargo belonged to American Loyalists who had re
moved to Halifax. It had been entrusted to the care of Crean
Brush, appointed by General Gates March 10, 1776, to super
intend Loyalist property at Boston. The following persons aboard
were captured: William Jackson, who had purchased the Eliza
beth from the English captors; Crean Brush, Loyalists’ agent at
Boston; a sergeant; and twelve privates “of the Fourth or King’s
own regiment.”68
The eventful career of Captain Manley as commodore of Wash
ington’s New England Fleet came to an abrupt end when the
Continental Congress elected him “a captain in the navy of the
United Colonies,” April 17, 1776. Manley was elected to “com
mand one of the new frigates authorized by Congress in December,
1775 . . . .” Prior to this decision Manley was to have been
provided either with the Jenny or the brigantine he had captured
from Antigua—ships more adaptable than the Hancock for pri
vateering—and to continue his efforts at capturing enemy craft
as commodore of Washington’s fleet. As late as May 3, 1776
Manley continued to show an interest in these two crafts. At that
time he stipulated the need for a larger vessel, if he were to con
tinue to take part in cruises in Washington’s fleet. But these
two vessels were sold at public auction, May 20, 1776, along with
other prize vessels located at Beverly. The brig from Antigua
brought 3000 pounds sterling. When Manley quit the fleet, his
command, the schooner Hancock, went to Captain Samuel Tucker.
Tucker’s command, the Franklin, was given to its former master,
James Mugford of Marblehead.56
Captain Tucker captured two additional brigs, May 6, 1776.
The Jane, James Fulton, from Cork, was a 120-ton brig; the
William, Richard Pine, from St. Michaels, was a ninety-ton brig.
The brig from Cork was laden with beef, butter, barley, soap, coal,
hams, candles, and flour, while the West Indies craft contained
wine and fruit. Tucker took a British privateer, Captain Dawson,
the same day. The two brigs and the privateer were secured at
Lynn. On May 7, 1776 Tucker took a snow from Ireland laden
with provisions and a brig from Fyal. The latter two prizes were
docked at Beverly; Tucker had taken them in sight of a British
man-of-war.67
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Captain Waters took a brig and brought it into Beverly on
May 13, 1776. All the same, the most significant prize taken by a
member of Washington’s fleet during May was the Hope. Four
days after Captain Waters’ success, May 17, 1776, Captain James
Mugford and the twenty-one men of the Franklin captured the
Hope. It “appeared to be an armed ship . . .
and it was “in
sight of the enemy’s men-of-war lying at Nantasket.” The trans
port was seized without opposition. Alexander Lansdale was the
master of this 300-ton ship “which mounted six carriage guns, a
number of swivels and had on board eighteen men.” The Hope
had come out with approximately a dozen sail of transports all
laden with provisions and ordinance stores for the King’s troops
“which they supposed were in Boston.” The inhabitants of Bos
ton were observing the day of the Continental fast, and upon leav
ing their place of worship they were pleased to see Mugford’s crew
bringing her into Boston harbor. It being ebb tide, the Hope ran
ashore in Pulling-Point Gut, and it was necessary to wait until
evening before bringing the goods from the prize to port. Small
boats were dispatched to secure the greater part of the cargo,
through the efforts of Jonathan Glover, agent at Marblehead. By
daybreak, May 18, 1776, “the prize and her valued cargo were
safe at the wharf in Boston . . . .” Salvaged cargo included:
2700 barrels of powder, carbines, cartouch-boxes, slings, spare
travelling carriages (24-pounders, heavy), traversing handspikes,
handsaws, 10,000 sand bags, cured hides, broad-axes, hand ham
mers, grindstones with troughs, felling axes, hand-hatchets, hand
bills, wheelbarrows, ditching and common spades, iron shovels,
and six complete sets of carpenters’ tools. It was estimated that
this prize, the greatest since the conflict began, compared at
50,000 pounds sterling. No wonder Jonathan Glover did not sleep
until the cargo was made safe! It is recorded that the remaining
transports which had been in company with the Hope headed for
Halifax.88

The British were greatly vexed over the loss of the Hope and
“formed a design of wreaking their vengeance on the gallant Cap
tain Mugford . . . .” On May 19, 1776 Mugford and his crew,
accompanied by Major John G. Frazer’s privateer Lady Washing
ton and armed with blunderbusses, muskets, and swivels, was
ready for battle. “The enemy observed their sailing . . . and
fitted out a fleet of boats for the purpose of surprising and taking
them in the night . . . .” When the Franklin ran aground, the
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enemy took advantage of the opportunity and executed its plan.
The Lady Washington anchored near the Franklin, and between
nine and ten o’clock Mugford “discovered a number of boats,
which he hailed, and received for answer that they were from
Boston.” Captain Mugford warned the British sailors to keep off,
but the enemy begged him not to fire “for they were going to
board him.” Battle ensued quickly:
Captain Mugford instantly fired, and was followed by all
his men; and cutting his cable, brought his broadside to bear
when he discharged his cannon, loaded with musket-ball,
directly in upon them. Before long three boats were along
side, each of them supposed to have as many men on board
as tbe Franklin, which were only twenty-one including offi
cers. By the best accounts there were not less than thirteen
boats in all, many of them armed with swivels, and having
on board, at the lowest computation, two hundred men.
Captain Mugford and his men plied those alongside so
closely with fire-arms and spears, and with such intrepidity,
motivity and success, that two boats were soon sunk, and
all the men either killed or drowned. But while the heroick
Mugford, with outstretched arms, was righteously dealing
death and destruction to our base and unnatural enemies, he
received a fatal ball in his body, which, in a few minutes, put
a period to a life from which, had it been spared, his op
pressed country would undoubtedly have reaped very evident
advantages. After our brave men had maintained this un
equal contest for about half an hour, the enemy thought
proper to retire. The carnage among them must have been
great; for, besides the two boatloads killed and drowned,
many were doubtless killed and wounded on board the
others. Great exception was done by the spears. One man,
with that weapon is positive of having killed nine of the
enemy.

The remainder of the “eight or nine” boats that attacked the
Franklin also attacked the Lady Washington, Captain Cunning
ham. Cunningham fought off “four or five,” which contained ap
proximately 100 men, with only six mariners. Captain Cunning
ham’s “brave little company gave the boats such a mean reception
that the enemy were soon glad to give over the contest, after
suffering . . . considerable loss.” One account indicated British
losses at sixty to seventy. Mugford’s body was sent to his native
Marblehead for interment.59
While two Philadelphia privateers were capturing "three WestIndia ships with $2,420, sugar, madeira and several very fine sea
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turtles for Lord North,” June 5, 1776, Washington’s New Eng
land Fleet was searching out a number of transports which had
sailed to the colonies during the spring. On June 6, 1776 “a large
Jamaica-man, with five hundred hogsheads of sugar . . . and a
large sum of specie . . . was taken by one of the Continental
cruisers . . .” into Gloucester. A day later Captain Daniel
Waters, aboard the Lee and in company with the Warren and
Lynch, took the Ann. Ninety-four Highlanders aboard the 223ton vessel were also captured. Materials confiscated counted:
"forty pieces of cannon, four and six pounders, besides six
mounted on deck . . . .” Waters took sixty prisoners to Ply
mouth. They were from the First Battalion of Captain Hamilton
Maxwell’s Seventy-first Regiment. Maxwell was the brother of
the Dutchess of Gordon. The Ann, John Denniston, was removed
to Marblehead on June 8. Waters’ prize proved to be one of a
thirty-two sail convoy guarded by the frigate Milford and the
fifty-gun ship Renown. Washington’s cruisers had seized the
Jamaica-man and the Ann by employing “decoy-blitz” tactics.60
Additional craft from the British convoy also were captured
by Continental armed cruisers and privateers. Through the com
bined efforts of the Hancock, Lee, Warren, Franklin, and Lynch,
two craft were seized, June 17, 1776. The armed cruisers took
the 220-ton George, Captain Archibald Bog and the 120-ton brig
Annabelle, Captain Hugh Walker. Heavy battle ensued before the
two prizes were subdued. Captain Tucker of the Hancock wrote
that “in the fight of June 17 his flag was riddled to pieces, but its
place was soon supplied by a new one made of bunting from his
own prize goods.” The enemy lost four men and eight to ten
wounded; four Americans were wounded. On the 18th of June
another transport with approximately 100 Grenadiers aboard was
captured by Continental privateers and sent into Boston. The
200-ton brig Lord Howe, Captain Robert Parke, was captured by
the five armed vessels in Washington’s fleet, June 19, 1776. The
Second Battalion of the Seventy-first Regiment, under Lieutenant
Colonel Lawrence R. Campbell, was captured in this naval skirm
ish. Thirteen large ships were seen off Boston harbor, June 23,
1776, presumably the remainder of the Scottish fleet under
British convoy. Washington’s fleet was prepared to attack the
ships when the Scottish fleet disappeared.61
Captain Tucker of the Hancock and John Skimmer, who re
placed Mugford in the Franklin, captured the 240-ton Peggy,
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Captain James Kennedy. They took the prize to Marblehead on
July 28, 1776. The Peggy mounted six three-pounders and two
two-pounders. It was bound to New York from Halifax. The
Peggy was another of the ships in the convoy guarded by the
Renown, Milford, and Flora. Its cargo included: hose, cloth
sheeting, cord, porter, belts, salted beef, herring, camp kettles,
canteens, kettles with covers, candlesticks, spoons, mutton hams,
rapers of snuff, nun, ezrabrigs, flour, barley, red port wine, and
strong beer. The value of the cargo amounted to approximately
1509 pounds sterling. Tory prisoners who were seized included:
Patrick Reed, Thomas Frazier, Robert Semple and wife, Benjamin
Davis, Jr., Elizabeth Burns, Abigail Pecit, and John Whitehead.
The soldiers taken from the Peggy were Hessians, English foot
guards, and Highland troops. The same day Captain Burke in the
Warren engaged another of the convoy vessels. He nearly took
her in when three of his men were blown up, along with seven
wounded. Burke was forced to put into port. Powder aboard the
Warren had blown up part of the quarter-deck. This accident
caused the fatalities.82

The Hancock, Franklin, and Lee continued to cruise in active
service until the end of 1776. The Hancock and Franklin were
not returned to their Marblehead owners until the end of January,
1777. On August 6, 1776 Captains Tucker and Skimmer (in the
Hancock and Franklin, respectively) seized the Nelly, Lyonel
Bradstreet, a 305-ton frigate loaded with mahogany, London
bound from Honduras. Captain Waters, in the Lee, captured the
schooner Dolphin, laden with fish and took the prize to Salem,
August 24, 1776. The 140-ton brigantine Perkins, William Jen
kins, was seized on August 4, 1776 and advertised for libel for
Captains Tucker and Skimmer, September 2, 1776. The Betsey
was brought in by Captain Waters on the same day. This sloop
was loaded with fish and lumber. The Warren, Captain Burke,
sailing in company with the Lynch, Captain Ayres, was captured
by HMS Liverpool, Captain H. Bellows, August 26, 1776, ten
leagues off Boston. The Lynch rushed news of the disaster to
Boston. Captain Burke was first sent to Halifax, but he was re
turned to New York in October, 1776 as an exchange prisoner
for Lieutenant Richard Bowger of Captain Bellows’ command.
Later in the war, April 28, 1778, Burke was appointed a cap
tain in the Continental Navy. He was placed in command of the
brig Resistance. This appointment, along with Manley’s, gives
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evidence of the strong tie between the Continental Navy and
Washington’s New England Fleet. The Warren’s name was
changed to George upon capture, and it was made a tender to the
frigate Milford, Captain George Mowat. The George went
aground, December 26, 1776, in a snowstorm near Portsmouth,
New Hampshire and was carried up the Portsmouth River. The
Lee, Captain Waters, seized the Sally, Jesse Noble, on October 3,
1776. This ninety-ton schooner was laden with cordwood and
was a recapture from HMS Milford. The Lee sent in the Eliza
beth, Thomas Edwards, 130 tons, November 7, 1776. This brig
contained lumber from Halifax. The team of Tucker and Skimmer
took two prizes into port during the first two weeks of November.
The brig Triton, Thomas Brinton, 130 tons, was seized on No
vember 7, 1776. It carried fish from Newfoundland bound for the
Mediterranean. The 150-ton Lively, Nicholas Martindale, was
seized on October 29 and sent in on November 13, 1776. This
brig, filled with drygoods and clothing out of Aire, Scotland, was
"purchased for the Secret Committee of Congress and renamed
the Robert.’’ Its cargo was valued at 2500 pounds sterling, and it
furnished the Continental Army with much needed wearing ap
parel.63
Captain Tucker, who took over command of the Hancock when
Manley joined the Continental Navy, is said to have captured
over forty prizes during the course of the Revolutionary War. He
was commissioned in the Continental Navy on March 15, 1777.
As the little fleet’s captains were commissioned in the Continental
Navy, less emphasis was placed upon Washington’s armed cruisers
as a means of capturing British shipping. Nonetheless, it was not
until early 1777 that the Marine Committee of Congress dis
banded the fleet. The armed cruisers “were disposed of as they
were put out of commission and some of the officers were taken
into the Continental Navy.” Waters was appointed a captain in the
Continental Navy on March 17, 1777. John Ayres and John
Skimmer were also commissioned in the Continental Navy later
in the war. Captain Waters was placed in charge of the Thorn.
Captain Ayres, who was disliked by Boston’s prize agent John
Bradford, had been maneuvered out of Washington’s fleet. Cap
tain Skimmer who took over command of the Lee when Captain
Waters was commissioned in the Continental Navy, continued to
cruise on his own for several months after the fleet had been offici
ally disbanded. Skimmer captured eight additional prizes between
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April 13 and October 1, 1777. He seized the following vessels in
that time span: Hawke, Daniel Collins (seventy-ton schooner);
Betsey, Nathaniel Horrick (fifty-ton sloop); Charles, Jeffrey Tapley (taken May 11 and retaken by HMS Mermaid on May 23,
1777); Capelin, John Coulrick (no-ton brig); Industry, John
Browne (eighty-ton brig); Industrious Bee, John Biddecombe
(160-ton brig which was “purchased by Marine Committee order
and renamed General Gates"'); and the Lively, John Carter (taken
August 30 and retaken by his HMS Diamond, September 27,
1777). Captain Skimmer captured his last prize, while in the Lee,
October 1, 1777. It was the 120-ton brig Dolphin, John Shield.
The cargoes of the eight prizes included the following items: fish,
oil, salt, rice, rum, staves, and sugar. On October 26, 1777 the
Lee ended its tour of service as a Continental armed cruiser.64

Prize settlement was an important matter confronting General
Washington, as his fleet met with success during 1775-76. His
instructions to Nicholson Broughton, September 2, 1775, had
established the norm by which officers and crews might receive
a fair share of all booty. Prize ships and cargoes were to be sent
to the nearest port when captured. General Washington was to be
informed immediately of such transactions by express, and all
letters and papers were to be sought out and sent to headquarters
with diligence. Prisoners were to be treated with “Kindness and
Humanity,” and captains taking prisoners were “to apply to the
Committee [of Safety], or to any officer of the Continental Army
stationed at such Port for a guard to bring them up to HeadQuarters.” In addition to receiving regular army pay, the mariners
of Washington’s fleet were given, initially, one-third the value
of each legitimate prize cargo after it was libelled and sold. AH
military and naval stores, vessels and apparel were reserved for
public stockpile. This procedure was expanded, October 5, 1775,
for the purpose of encouraging Washington’s mariners to seize
additional prizes. John Hancock communicated to Washington by
letter and stated that Congress had "determined that . . . master
officers, and seamen, shall be [e]ntitled to one-half of the value
of the prizes by them taken; the wages they receive from their
respective colonies notwithstanding.” It was further resolved by
Congress “that the ships or vessels of war, employed in this ser
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vice [the Hannah was the only vessel of war in Washington’s
fleet at this time, however], are (sic) to he on the Continental risk
and pay during their being thus employed.” Prize money was
divided among the captors in the following proportions:
Captain 6 shares, ist Lieutt. 5 do, 2nd Lieutt. 4 do. Ship’s
Master 3 do, Boatswain 1 y2 do, Gunner’s Mate and Sergt.
1 y2 do, Privates 1 share each.

A conference of Congressional delegates (Franklin, Harrison, and
Lynch) met with General Washington, October 23, 1775. Wash
ington’s instructions to armed vessels were approved. The officers
and men were henceforth to receive their designated shares based
on “one-third of the whole Capture,” including the vessel, ap
parel, and military and naval stores. Armed cruisers were to re
frain from engaging enemy armed vessels; their main enterprise
was to intercept enemy supply ships. In that additional armed
cruisers were anticipated to be placed in Continental service,
Washington suggested that standardized stations and signals be
settled upon by the craft in his fleet. American and other vessels
friendly to the American cause were not considered legal prizes,
if captured. All the same, Washington recommended that the
owners of such captured vessels “make a suitable Compensation
to those who have done such service . . . .” Washington’s in
structions to the reorganized fleet, January 20, 1776, revealed
changes in designations of prize money:

For your encouragement and that of the other officers &
men to dilligence & Activity over and above there (sic) pay
which will be the same as in the Army of the United Colonies
—you shall be entitled to one third part of every vessel &
cargo, after Condemnation in the Court of Admiralty, which
shall be [by] you taken & Sent into port[.] [I]f she is an
Armed Vessel that resists [,] as an inducement for you, your
Officers and Men to act Courageously [,] one half of Vessel
& Cargo will be allotted to you which parts are to be divided
in the following proportions—
Captain
6 shares Gunner
1 y2 Shares
First Lieut
5.
do Gunners Mate 1 y2
2 Lieut
4.
do private
1 Share each66
Ships Master
3do
2
do
Steward
Mate
1 % do
Special instructions were also given to prize agents. Joseph
Reed instructed John Glover and Stephen Moylan to appoint prize
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agents, October 4, 1775. The following were agents in Washing
ton’s New England Fleet: William Bartlett, Beverly; Jonathan
Glover, Marblehead; Winthrop Sargent, Gloucester; William Wat
son, Plymouth, Joshua Wentworth, Portsmouth, Tristram Dalton,
Newburyport; and John Bradford, Boston. William Bartlett and
Jonathan Glover agreed, November 14, 1775, to “have into one
Stock [all prizes coming into Beverly, Salem, and Marblehead],
and [that the prize money] be Equal [l]y divided by us, when
ever the Business is don[e] . . .
William Bartlett’s agreement
to serve as a Continental agent at Beverly reads as follows:

Whereas a power has been granted by his Excellency General
Washington, Commander in Chief of the Army of the
SJ]nited Colonies, unto John Glover Esq[ui]r[e] Colonel of
e 21st Regiment, & unto Stephen Moylan Esq[ui]r[e]
Commissary General of Musters, to appoint Agents for the
Armed schooners & vessells, fitted out, now fitting or may
hereafter be fitted out for die use of the United Colonies,
against the enemy—and whereas, they have appointed me
the Subsriber Agent for the Port of Beverly, & Such other
ports & places adjacent, where there is no agent appointed I
do hereby promise to pay all due attention to the Instructions
they have given me from his Excellency ....

Instructions such as those sent to Winthrop Sargent, January 1,
1776, were indicative of the rules whereby the prize agents were
guided in their transactions with the fleet. Agents were to supply
the Continental armed cruisers “with such necessaries as [were]
absolutely wanting.” Papers found aboard the prizes were to be
received by the agent in charge and transmitted to Cambridge.
An inventory of each cargo was to be made, and all possible care
was to be demonstrated “to prevent any embezzlement of the cargo,
of the captain’s crew’s or passengers’ private property . . . .”
Prisoners belonging to the prize were to be placed in “neighboring
towns” by the agent for security purposes until “Headquarters”
could make further provision for them. Continental agents were
appointed for the purpose of reporting to the Congress (through
Washington) and to ensure that body of the contents of cap
tured prizes. Hulls of captured vessels, with their accessories, were
to be secured at the nearest port. In making up accounts, agents
were to remember “that the original bills or invoices [were] to be
sent as vouchers . . . .” Agents’ accounts were to “be general,
and at the bottom, an affidavit of the justice of account” was to
be affixed. This practice was required so that the utmost satis
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faction could be given the country and that all agents be on the
same footing. Suspicion of dishonesty was not an underlying fac
tor according to Washington. All agents were permitted a com
mission of “two and one half per cent” on all prizes. William
Bartlett received an additional two and one half per cent “on the
amount of Disbursements on s[ai]d schooners & repairs . . . .”
Agents were ordered to be aware of “any irregularity, misconduct,
or negligence in the officers of any vessels . . .,” and they were
to inform General Washington if such instances arose. If any of
the armed cruisers remained unnecessarily in port, agents were
“to give orders to the Commander to proceed forthwith to sea;
and should he refuse . . . [agents were] to demand his reasons
and transmit them to Head-Quarters.”66
Benjamin Franklin, Benjamin Harrison, and Thomas Lynch
(members of the Committee of Conference with the Commander
in-Chief at Cambridge, October 18-22, X775) conferred with
General Washington about the need for libelling prizes. The three
members agreed that:
the General Court ought properly to take Cognizance of all
Armed Vessels fitted out by Individuals in this Province
[Massachusetts-Bay] & that Commissions should be granted
in such Cases; at least that Captures be made under
some Authority. That captures made by armed Vessels
in the Pay of the Continent be disposed of by . . . Gen
eral [Washington] for the publick Use, until the Continen
tal Congress give f[u]rther direction.—

General Washington, “moved by the need for a proper judicial
tribunal to try prize cases arising from Captures made by his
vessels,” corresponded with John Hancock on the subject, Novem
ber 11, 1775:

[E]nclosed you have a Copy of an Act passed this Session
by the Hon[ora]ble Council & House of Representatives of
this Province. It respects such Captures, as may be made
by Vessels fitted out by the Province, or by individuals there
of [Massachusetts-Bay], As the armed Vessels fitted at the
Continental Expence do not come under this Law, I would
have it submitted to the Consideration of Congress to point
out a more summary Way of proceeding to determine the
Property and Mode of Condemnation, of such Prizes as have
been, or hereafter may be made, than is specified in this Act.
It was for two reasons that Washington called upon Congress
“to take Cognizance of Prizes made by the Continental Ves-
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seis . .
first, he could not “spare Time from military Affairs
to give proper Attention to these Matters,” and secondly, he did
not interpret the Massachusetts Act Authorizing Privateers and
Creating Courts of Admiralty, passed on November i, 1775, as
providing for the prizes seized by the vessels in the New England
Fleet. The Massachusetts act stated:

that all Armed & other Vessells, which shall be brought into
this Colony, and have been found Making unlawful inva
sions, Attacks Or depredations on the Sea Coasts, or Naviga
tion of any part of America, or Improved in supplying the
Fleet and Army, which have been, or shall at any Time be,
Employed against the United Colonies, or Employed by the
said Enemy in any respect whatsoever, and also all Vessells,
whose Masters or Super Cargo’s shall have had designs of
carrying Supplies of any kind to the enemy, or that shall be
returning from the Enemy after having carried such Sup
plies, and shall be convicted thereof . . . such Vessell or
Vessells, with their Appurtenances & Cargoes, shall be
deemed forfeited and shall be disposed of, as is by this Act
. . . Ordered and directed.
Although the prizes captured by the armed vessels in Washington’s
fleet all came into Massachusetts, the Commander-in-Chief had
become aware of the need for a Continental prize court as early as
October 5, 1775 when he petitioned Congress to determine policy
on the disposal of property, cargoes, and prize vessels as they came
into American hands. He urged Congress several more times
(November 8, December 4, and 14, 1775) to estabfish a Con
tinental prize court.67
General Washington received a response on the subject by
Congress on December 20, 1775. It resolved “that the several
vessels heretofore carried into Massachusetts by the armed vessels
in the service of the United Colonies” should “be proceeded against
by the rules of the laws of nations, and libelled in the courts of
admiralty erected in said colony.” All the same, Washington’s
agents and the Massachusetts Admiralty Court proved to be slow
in the settlement of cases originating from the activity of the New
England Fleet. Writing from New York as late as April 25, 1776,
Washington noted:

I have not yet heard, that there has been any trial of prizes
carried into Massachusetts Bay. This procrastination is at
tended with very bad consequences. Some of the vessels I
had fitted out there are now laid up, the crews dissatisfied
that they cannot get their prize money. I have tried Congress
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on this subject, but the importance of it makes me again
mention, that, if a summary way of proceeding is not re
solved on, it will be impossible to get our vessels manned.68
The crews of Washington’s New England Fleet gave the Commander-in-Chief no little trouble, undoubtedly due to the slowness
in receiving their shares of the prize money. Congress did not con
firm Washington’s instructions to his captains aboard armed
cruisers concerning the captor’s share of prizes until November
25, I775- Nonetheless, Washington’s impatience with the men
in the fleet is demonstrated in a letter from Moylan to Bartlett,
December 15, 1775:
The General was much surprised at the rapacity of the crews,
in stripping the prizes of every little thing they could lay
their hands upon. It is now his positive command, that you
make strict inquiry for the different articles which have been
taken, as such as can be got, returned to the proper owners;
and that such articles as cannot be found, it must be a charge
upon the one-third belonging to the captors.
In answering Moylan’s letter, December 20, 1775, Bartlett indi
cated that the order would be “punctually obeyed,” but that he had
always done his utmost to prevent such rapacity.69

Prize-settlement problems persisted. Washington, still dissatis
fied with the manner in which prize agents were handling their
affairs on the North Shore, and at Plymouth, wrote to his Contin
ental agents, January 4, 1776, and to William Bartlett, in particu
lar, through aide-de-camp Robert H. Harrison, February 12,
1776. Harrison spoke specifically to the matter of money outlay
to agents for settlement of accounts:
[Washington] was much surprised at your fresh demand for
two thousand dollars .... There is now upwards of ten
thousand dollars advanced upon these armed vessels, and
very few accounts brought in. [It is] his Excellency’s will,
that you send in yours as soon as possible. Let the owners of
the schooners make out abstracts for their vessels, from the
time of their being engaged in the service to the 31st Decem
ber [1775] for amount of which, warrants will be given
them. Enclosed is a form for their government. But this
means you will not want money to pay them, and when you
send your account if money is necessary, it will be given you.
Prize agents had difficulty selling the prizes and meeting Wash
ington’s demands. As late as May 6, 1776 Jonathan Glover and
William Bartlett were advertising prizes and cargoes seized months
earlier. One such advertisement appeared in the Boston Gazette:
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Agents for the United Colonies, at Public Auction, to be
held at Beverly, in the County of Essex, the 20th day of
May next to be continued from day to day until the whole
is sold, to the highest bidder, the following vessels and car
goes. Ship Concord, burthen about 150 tons, cargo consist
ing of sea coals, brimstone, butter, snuff, tobacco, a quantity
of English goods, and many other articles. Ship Jenny, bur
then about 350 tons; cargo, sea coals, porter, sour crout (sic)
and vinegar. Sloop Polly, burthen about 80 tons. Brigantine
Little Hannah, burthen 100 tons; cargo, West India nun,
geneva, cocoa and wine in bottles. Sloop [Sally], burthen,
about 60 tons; cargo, Lisbon wine in quarter casks. Sloop
Betsey, burthen about 60 tons.
William Watson, prize agent for Plymouth, advertised the sale
of the Norfolk and the Happy Return and their contents during
June and July, 1776. Agents did not make out badly in the end.
Jonathan Glover, prize agent at Marblehead, is said to have "mix
ed profits nicely with patriotism . . . .” In the fall of 1777 his
account recorded gross receipts from the Marine Committee of
Congress totalling in excess of $55,000.70
Major General Artemas Ward was placed in charge of Contin
ental forces at Cambridge, April 4, 1776. General Washington
instructed Ward that “all captures made by the Continental Armed
Vessels [were] to be immediately libelled in the Court of Admir
alty of the District to which they [were] . . . carried.” Almost
a year later, February 17, 1777, Robert Morris, on behalf of the
Marine Committee of Congress, instructed John Bradford, Con
tinental agent at Boston, to pay off “those vessels . . . fitted out
as crui[s]ers by General Washington . . . .” One of Washing
ton’s armed cruisers, the Lynch, was kept by Congress to send
dispatches to France. Morris ordered Bradford to “keep that one in
pay . . . and if any of the rest of them are good vessels, suitable
for cruisers ... to buy them and continue them in the service,
especially as . . . some of the commanders and officers have merit
to deserve a continuation in the service . . . .” Several of the
officers did serve in the Continenal Navy as mentioned previously.
None of the other vessels in Washington’s fleet were transferred
to the Continental Navy.71
Washington’s Continental agents in New England were in
formed by the Marine Committee of Congress, March 21, 1777,
that three commissioners, Isaac Smith, Ebenezer Stover, and Wil
liam Philips, had been designated “to adjust the several accounts
of the Agents appointed by General Washington for the fleet fitted
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out by his instructions . . .
They were to value goods to he
delivered “for the use of the United States and give credit agree
able to such valuation, also to receive any balances due from, any
pay due to such Agents, and require them to pay the proper pro
portion to the Captors.” The Marine Committee was still asking
John Bradford, agent at Boston, to settle his accounts with the
captors of the fleet long after it was decommissioned.72
Some of the accounts had been libelled previous to the appoint
ment of the Marine Committee of Congress. The scheduled trial
for such captures ran much like the following set of cases adver
tised by Judge Timothy Pickering:

Libels are filed before me in behalf of the officers, marines,
and mariners, of the Continental armed vessels Hancock,
Lee, Lynch, Warren, and Franklin, against the ship the Lord
Howe, of about two hundred tons burden, commanded by
one Robert Parke; against the brigantine named the Anna
bella, of about one hundred and twenty tons burden, com
manded by one Archibald Bog. Another libel is before me,
in behalf of the officers, marines, and mariners of the Con
tinental armed vessels Lee, Warren, and Lynch, against the
ship named Anne, of about two hundred and twenty three
tons burden, commanded by one John Denniston, which
ships and brigantine are said to have been taken carrying
supplies to the fleet and Army employed against the United
Colonies, and armed soldiers infesting the seacoast of Amer
ica, and brought into the Counties of Suffolk and Essex.

. . . and for the trial of these captures, the Maritime Court
for the Middle District of the Mass-Bay will be held at the
Court House in Boston, on Tuesday, the 23rd day of July,
1776.
The Hope was advertised for libel on June 3, 1776. The Betsy,
a sixty-ton vessel which had been retaken by Daniel Waters from
the Milford, September 2, 1776, was advertised for libel, October
7, 1776.73

The overall significance of Washington’s New England Fleet
is summed up best in a statement by George A. Billias in General
John Glover and His Marblehead Mariners:
Many a musket bound for a British soldier in Boston fell into
the waiting hands of an American infantryman instead.
Important letters . . . contained vital information about
enemy plans . . . [once confiscated]. Valuable medical
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supplies were captured, and [Washington] confessed that
the pounds of cinchons, a medicinal herb, taken from the
British were more precious to his army than tons of gold
dust. The seizure of supply ships bearing fresh food and fuel
to the beleagured British hurt the enemy, and some oranges
meant for General Gage were captured and appeared on
Washington’s table instead. In view of these achievements,
one authority had concluded that Washington’s fleet was as
successful as any American fleet of equal size and force dur
ing the Revolution.74

Despite the fact that Washington’s fleet did not operate through
out the duration of the American Revolution, it played an unique
role in capturing British supplies and vessels during the early
years of the war. Its officers and men learned a great deal about
amphibious warfare, as did the army and Congress. Such infor
mation aided greatly those responsible for creating and directing
the Continental Navy. Not only did the fleet prove to be a training
ground for several officers in the Continental Navy (Manley,
Waters, Tucker, Burke, Ayres, and Skimmer), but it proved Gen
eral Washington’s belief that both an amphibious and a land force
was necessary to ward off British naval superiority. It was due
partly to the little fleet’s successes in capturing artillery and sup
plies from the enemy ships which led to British evacuation from
Boston harbor, March 17, 1776.

The formation and successes of Washington’s New England
Fleet should not be confused with the origins of the Continental
Navy. In reality, those communities who contend for the honor of
having been the BIRTHPLACE OF THE CONTINENTAL
NAVY or the UNITED STATES NAVY (Beverly, Marblehead,
Salem, Machias, and Whitehall) cannot find their claims sub
stantiated by historical documentation. Several (Beverly and
Marblehead) do have a claim to America’s first amphibious force
—Washington’s New England Fleet. The official Continental
Navy was conceived by the Continental Congress on October 13,
1775, when it resolved:

That a swift sailing vessel, to carry ten carriage guns, and
a proportionable number of swivels, with eighty men, be
fitted, with all possible d[i]spatch, for a cruise of three
months, and that the commander be instructed to crui[s]e
eastward, for intercepting such transports as may be laden
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with warlike stores and other supplies for our enemies, and
for such other purposes as the Congress shall direct.
That a committee of three be appointed to prepare an esti
mate of the expense and lay the same before the Congress,
and to contract with proper persons to fit out the vessel.

The first vessels commissioned in the Continental Navy included:
Alfred, twenty guns (fitting out at Philadelphia, November 13,
1775—an Alfred of twenty nine pounders, perhaps the same
vessel, was outfitted with guns at Beverly in the fall of 1776),
Andrew Doria, Cabot, Columbus, Providence, Hornet, Fly, and
Wasp. The United States Navy was not instituted until 1798.78
It appears, therefore, that the specific issue which is contested
by the two North Shore rivals, Beverly and Marblehead,
relates mainly to the claim of having given birth to the
earliest official naval fleet which was authorized belatedly by
the Continental Congress. It was Washington who ordered
the fleet into existence, but Congress, both directly and in
directly, supported his endeavors. Congress not only endorsed
the little fleet in December 1775, but nearly a year later, October
18, 1776, it reinforced the earlier decision. The following letter
from the Navy Board to the New England prize agents indicates
the endorsement:
We have the honor to [e]nclose herein a resolve of the Con
tinental Congress . . . [ordering] a proper and just dis
tribution of all prizes taken by the cruisers Gen[eral] Wash
ington caused to be fitted out on Continental account, and
also that we are authorized or rather ordered to receive from
the Agents who received and sold the said Prizes, the Con
tinental share Thereof, and as we find you [Bartlett, Glover,
Sargent, Watson, Wentworth, Dalton and Bradford] have
been employed as an Agent of this business we desire that
you will immediately send us an account of the Prizes that
nave been put under your care, with copies of the decrees
of the Court of Admiralty, inventories of ships and cargoes,
with [a] copy of the accounts sales properly authenticated,
an account current for cash prize wherein you credit the [net]
proceeds, and charge the share appertaining to the officers
and crews who were interested in the capture and also the
continental share agreeable to the Rules and Regulations
laid down by Congress and general Account Current wherein
you will credit the continent for their share in every prize
and charge for all such Remittances as you make to us in
consequence of these orders as well as for any other just
charge you may have to make against them.78
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To determine whether or not Beverly or Marblehead, Massa
chusetts may claim historically to be the birthplace of America’s
first naval contingent, one must assess the evidence presented
herein and determine his own conclusion. Historical documen
tation and common sense should circumvent individual and com
munity prejudice when deciding the case.
When answering the question, “Was the Hannah a Marblehead
schooner at the time it was commissioned by Washington and in
terms of its departure from the port of Beverly?” one is obliged
to reckon with the fact that there is no direct evidence that the
Hannah was built, owned or captained by John Glover when it
was leased to the Continent. Even if the Hannah did belong to
Glover (as indirect evidence seems to vindicate) when it was out
fitted at Beverly, there is a good chance that it had been trans
ferred previously to Beverly when he purchased property in that
town, November 26, 1774. If the latter presumption is correct,
the question then follows, “Was the Hannah a Marblehead
schooner by virtue of the fact that its presinned owner had once
carried on business and still lived in Marblehead (at the time
the Hannah sailed from Beverly), or should the Hannah be con
sidered a Beverly schooner on the basis that its presumed owner
had transferred his vessels and business to Glover’s Wharf?” This
is a moot question. Marblehead historians make much of the ar
gument that the Hannah, without reservation, was a Marblehead
vessel. There is little reason to cast doubt on the argument that
as a trading vessel the Hannah moved in and out of Marblehead.
But one matter which should not be glossed over lightly is the
fact that when the Hannah was made a vessel of war, it was rid
ing anchor at Beverly. It also was fitted for war at Beverly and
sailed from the same port to prey upon enemy supply vessels.77
There is no doubt about the fact that Nicholas Broughton, a
Marbleheader, received his commission to command the Hannah
from General Washington in camp at Cambridge. Washington
ordered the Schooner’s skipper to sail from Beverly, September 2,
1775. The crew of the Hannah were all Marbleheaders. Thirtysix of the Marblehead mariners mutinied sometime between Sep
tember 11-13, 1775. But there is no evidence that the Hannah
was built in Marblehead. At the same time, however, Beverly
claims to be the naval base of operations at which not only the
first, but the second, third, fourth, sixth, and eighth vessels in
Washington’s New England Fleet were outfitted and sailed. The
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six vessels included: Hannah, Hancock, Franklin, Lee, Warren,
and Lynch, respectively. These facts give Beverly a strong hold
on the claim to being the birthplace of America’s first naval con
tingent. The Hannah not only sailed from Beverly, but it returned
to the same port to fight a naval battle with HMS Nautilus. There
is no available proof to indicate that the Hannah left the port of
Beverly after being decommissioned in October, 1775.78
The dilemma seems to come down to the following observa
tion: The birthplace of the first American naval contingent must
be determined on the basis that the Hannah was the first official
armed cruiser in the Revolutionary War, and that at the same time
the claim to the Hannah must be based either on its outfitting,
departure, and return to Beverly, its port of commission (Beverly’s
claim), or that it was captained and manned by Marbleheaders
(Marblehead’s claim). It appears that whichever community can
claim the Hannah most substantially, based on available historical
evidence, has the best claim to being the BIRTHPLACE OF
WASHINGTON’S NEW ENGLAND FLEET. The glory of this
claim must be shared, but even so Beverly has a stronger case in
that six of the eight vessels in Washington’s New England Fleet
were outfitted and sailed from its port under Continental service
and pay and returned to the same port with many of their cap
tured prizes.
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APPENDIX I

A LIST OF MEN WHO AIDED IN FITTING OUT
THE HANNAH1
Town

Beverly

Name

Occupation

Ebenezer Ellingwood Wharf owner,
Mariner
Merchant
Joseph Wilson

Wages

25.15. 8
0. 0. 0

Boston &
Marblehead
Beverly

Larkin Thorndike

Salem

Isaac White

Haverhill &
Salem
Marblehead
Marblehead &
Boston

Jonathan Symonds

Shoeman, Innholder,
20.10. 4
Minuteman, I st
Beverly Company
Physician, Merchant
2. 6. 0
Yeoman
6. 8

Samuel Gyles
William Whitehall

Shipwright
Clerk

8.18. 8
2. 6. 8

Russel Wyer
Daniel Wallis
Francis Smith

Blacksmith
Yeoman

4.10
3.12. 9
I. 2. 9 %

Beverly
Beverly &
Lynn
Beverly
Danvers

Beverly
Beverly
Beverly

Beverly,
Pembroke, N.H.,
Newburyport
Marblehead
Beverly
Marblehead
Marblehead 8c
Boston
Marblehead
Marblehead

Wharf owner,
Cooper
4. I. O %
Israel Hutchinson
Captain (Danvers
Minuteman),
Gentleman
I. 4. O
Joshua Ellingwood Mariner
Shipwright
4.18. 8
William Adams
4.18. 8
Benjamin Robinson
Cordwainer,
Benjamin Balch
Yeoman
Lovett
7.14. 8
Mason
Benjamin Shaw
14. 8
Edmund Giles

Thomas Tucker
Theop’l Herrick
Joseph Pickett
Ebenezer Foster

Shipwright
Yeoman
Shoeman
Blacksmith

5. 1.
2.11.
2.15.
11. 9.

Samuell Swett
John Hives

Merchant
Joyner

0.15. 0
36- 9- 1

4
7
6
1

1. Item 26,781 Beverly Historical Society, Beverly, Massachusetts, copied
from Glover’s Colony Book by Charles Woodberry. Essex Registry of Deeds,
book 128, leaf 178; book 122, leaf 287; book 133, leaf 206-08; book 136,
leaf 221; book 131, leaf 245; book 133, leaf 59; book 121, leaf 161,
237; book 125, leaf 138; book 130, leaf 223; book 117, leaf 18, 161,
168; book 114, leaf 230; book 135, leaf 233, 177; book 139, leaf 199;
book 130, leaf 184; book 147, leaf 204; book 108, leaf 173; book 140,
leaf 273; book 119, leaf 175; book 133, leaf 94; book 154, leaf 229;
book 133, leaf 55; book 108, leaf 95; book 131, leaf 23; book 107, leaf
140.
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APPENDIX II

THE HANNAH MUTINY

The Hannah mutiny (p. 6) is an interesting facet in the his
tory of early naval activity of the United Colonies. That it occurred
at all is sufficient for attention, but when it is the first mutiny
in the embryo navy, and occurring on the first armed vessel ren
ders it doubly attractive for study and speculation.
There is no evidence to pinpoint the actual date of the mutiny,
and in the exchange of letters concerning the Unity, the replies
of Washington to Broughton’s letters are lost to history. Washing
ton’s reply to Broughton’s second (September 9, 1775) letter
could not have arrived in Gloucester earlier than the 10th. The
mutineers arrived in Cambridge late on the 13th. This points to
the 11 th or 12th of September as being the most likely days for
the mutiny to have occurred. The conclusions drawn are the best
that can be made on the existing evidence, and it is hoped that
someday, somewhere, further evidence will come to light indi
cating just what did go on during the two or three days “lost”
during the middle of September.
The reason for the mutiny seems obvious, but whether the
denial of the Unity as a legitimate prize was the only factor that
produced the mutiny is a moot question. Without more knowledge
of conditions aboard the schooner, the relationships of the men
and officers, or other factors, we may never know the full story.
The General Orders of the Day for September 22, 1775 which
gave the results of the Court Martial, the punishments to be
meted out, and the names of the mutineers was found in several
sources. Interesting differences in the spelling of some of the
names came to fight. This will become apparent as one studies the
lists. Each name has been assigned the same number, so one may
follow the same name from the first list to the final reference in
the various volumes of Massachusetts Soldiers and Sailors in the
War of the Revolution. This is the first time to the authors’ know
ledge, that the full list of the Hannah mutineers, their company
designations, and their place of residence has been noted.
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The crew were all drawn from Glover’s Twenty-first Regiment;
all were residents of Marblehead. There were other mutinies that
affected other armed vessels in Washington’s New England Fleet,
notably those aboard the Washington and the Harrison, both out
of Plymouth, Massachusetts, in November, 1775. However, it
would be unusual for any other mutinous crew to have been the
residents of a single community as in the case of the Hannah.

One can theorize that the total number of men and officers on
the Hannah, when it sailed on its first cruise, was thirty-nine.
This is based on the thirty-six named in the General Orders for
September 22, 1775, and the three officers rewarded by Langdon.
Had there been other crew members who did not participate in
the mutiny, Washington in his well-known fairness, undoubtedly
would have recommended that they be rewarded, as well as the
officers.

It is hoped this study will place the Hannah mutiny in per
spective, and that it will shed some light on a little known but
interesting episode in the history of the United Colonies.
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THE HANNAH MUTINEERS1

List i
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.

Joseph Seales
John Gillard
Jacob Smallwood
John Peltro
Samuel Grant
Hugh Renny
James Jeffery
Charles Alcrain
Samuel Hannis
Charles Pearce
James Williams
John Kelly
John Bryan
Philip Florence
Lawrence Blake
Samuel Bodin
John Besom
Benj. Bartholomew
Francis Ellis
Joseph Lawrence
John Sharp
John Poor
Joseph Fessenden
John Foster
John Lee
Lawrence Bartlet
Philip Greatey
Peter Neivelle
Samuel Parsons
Jeremiah Dailey
Francis Greater
Richard Pendrick
Robert Hooper
Anthony Lewis
Nicholas Ogelby
Thomas Metyard

List 2

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.

Joseph Seales
John Gillard
Jacob Smallwood
John Peltro
Samuel Grant
Hugh Renny
James Jeffery
Charles Alcrain
Samuel Hannis
Charles Pearce
James Williams
John Kelly
John Bryan
Philip Florence
Lawrence Blake
Samuel Bodin
John Besom
Benj. Bartholomew
Francis Ellis
Joseph Lawrence
John Sharp
John Poor
Joseph Fessenden
John Foster
John Lis
Lawrence Bartlett
Philip Greaty
Peter Newell
Samuel Parsons
Jeremiah Daily
Francis Greaton
Richard Pendrick
Robert Hooper
Anthony Lewis
Nicholas Ogelby
Thomas Metyard

1. List 1 is contained in the following two works: William Bell Clark,
ed., Naval Documents of the American Revolution, Il (Washington, D.C.:
United States Government Printing Office, 1966), 175-76, John C. Fitz
patrick, ed., Writings of Washington, III (Washington, D.C.: United
States Government Printing Office, 1931), 514, 515. John Fessenden is
also identified in this list as John Tessenden. List 2 is found in: Emory
Washburn, ed., “[Colonel William Henshaw] Orderly Book,” Massachu
setts Historical Society Proceedings, XV (October, 1876), 157.
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List 3

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.

Joseph Seals
John Gillard
Jacob Smallwood
John Peltro
Samuel Grant
Hugh Renny
James Jeffery
Charles Alcrain
Samuel Hannis
Charles Pearce
James Williams
John Kelly
John Bryan
Philip Florence
Lawrence Blake
Samuel Bodin
John Besom
Benj. Bartholomew
Francis Ellis
Joseph Lawrence
John Sharp
John Poor
Joseph Fessenden
John Foster
John Lee
Lawrence Bartlett
Philip Greatey
Peter Neivelle
Samuel Parsons
Jeremiah Daily
Francis Greater
Richard Pendrick
Robert Hooper
Anthony Lewis
Nicholas Ogelby
Thomas Metyard

List 4

1. Joseph Searle
2. John Gillard
3. Jacob Smallwood
4. John Peltro
5. Samuel Grant
6. Hugh Raney
7. James Jeffery
8. Charles Halrain
9. Samuel St---- iss
10. Charles Pearce
11. James Williams
12. John Kelly
13. John Bryan
14. Philip Florance
15. Laraunce Blake
16. Samuel Boden
17. John Besom
18. Benj. Bartholomew
19. Francis Ellis
20. Joseph Meader Lawrence
21. John Sharp
22. John Poor
23. Joseph Fesinton
24. John Foster
25. John Lio
26. Laraunce Bartlett
27. Phillip Grealey
28. Peter Newall
29. Samuel Parsons
30. Jeremiah Dailey
31. Francis Creator
32. Richd Pendrick
33. Robert Hooper
34. Anthony Lewis
35. Nicholas Oglibee
36. Thomas Melzard1

1. Peter Force, ed., American Archives, IV, Hi (Washington, D.C.:
Published by M. St. Clair Clarke and Peter Force, 1840), 855. List 3 is
contained in this source. List 4 is contained in the following source:
Orderly Book Belonging to the 21st Regiment of Foot in the Service of
the United Colonies, Commanded by John Glover . . . , II. Essex Insti
tute, Salem, Massachusetts.
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List 5
1.

2.
3456.

910.
11.

12.
i314.
1516.
1718.
19.
20.
21.
22.
2324.
25.
26.

29.
30.
3i32.
3334-

Company

Joseph Searle
John Gillard
Jacob Smallwood
John Peltron
Samuel Grant
Hugh Raynor

Broughton’s
6th
Courtis’s
7th
Grant’s
10th
Grant’s
10th
Simonds’
5th
Broughton’s
6th
(company drummer)
James Jeffrey
Broughton’s
6th
Charles Hotbrain
Broughton’s
6th
(No name appears in this list that corresponds to Stenniss)
Charles Pearce
Broughton’s
6th
James Williams
Glover’s
9th
John Kelly
Bladder’s
2nd
John Bryan
Broughton’s
6th
Philip Florance
Grant’s
10th
Lawrence Blake
Courtis’s
7th
Samuel Boden
Broughton’s
6th
John Besom
Grant’s
10th
Benj. Bartholomew
Grant’s
10th
Francis Ellis
Courtis’s
7th
Joseph Lawrence
Grant’s
10th
John Sharp
Broughton’s
6th
John Poor
Courtis’s
7th
Joseph Tassington
Broughton’s
6th
John Foster
Simonds’
5th
John Lee
Glover’s
9th
Lawrence Bartlett
Grant’s
10th
Philip Graley
Bladder’s
2nd
Peter Newall
Bacon’s
8th
Samuel Parsons
Courtis’s
7th
Jeremiah Duly
Broughton’s
6th
Francis Grater
Simonds’
5th
Richard Pedrick
Smith’s
1st
Robert Hooper
Smith’s
1st
Anthony Lewis
Glover’s
9th
Michael Oglebe
Simond’s
6th
Michalar Melzard
Courtis’s
7th1

1. Samuel Roads, History and Traditions of Marblehead, First Edition
(Boston: Houghton, Osgood and Company, 1880), 392-403. This work
contains a roll of the field, staff, company officers, non-commissioned
officers and soldiers in the Twenty-First Regiment of Foot, in the service
of the Province of Massachusetts Bay, commanded by Col. John Glover.
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List 6

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.

Joseph Searle
John Gillard
Jacob Smallwood
John Peltrow
Samuel Grant
Hugh Rayner
James Jefferies
Charles Hallrain
Samuel Stenness
Charles Pearce
James Williams
John Kelly
John Bryan
Philip Florance
Lawrence Blake
Samuel Boden
John Besom
Benjamin Bartholonew
Francis Ellis
Joseph Meader Larance
John Sharp
John Poor
Joseph Fassenton
John Foster
John Lio
Lawrence Bartlett
Philip Graley
Peter Newell
Samuel Parsons
Jeremiah Dayly
Francis Grater
Richard Pendrick
Robert Hooper
Anthony Lewis
Nicholas Oglebe
Thomas Melzard

Vol.

Company

Broughton’s
Courtis’s
Grant’s
Grant’s
Symond’s
Broughton’s
Broughton’s
Broughton’s
Bladder’s
Broughton’s
Glover’s
Bladder’s
Broughton’s
Grant’s
Courtis’s
Broughton’s
Grant’s
Grant’s
Courtis’s
Glover’s
Broughton’s
Courtis’s
Broughton’s
Symond’s
Grant’s
Grant’s
Bladder’s
Bacon’s
Courtis’s
Broughton’s
Symond’s
Smith’s
Smith’s
Glover’s
Symond’s
Broughton’s

XIII
VI
3rd XTV
3rd XII
9th VI
XII
VIII
vn
6th XIV
XII
10th XVII
6th IX
5th H
V
H
5th n
II
I
1st V
10th IX
5th XTV
1st XII
5th V
V
3rd IX
I
VI
2nd XI
1st XI
IV
VI
4th XII
4th VHI
10th IX
9th XI
5th X

5th

Page
944
445
320
X09
736
1014
737
131
908
15
44°
73
722
806
134
227
1
709
302
5°9
18
558
560
910
851
729
714
351
976-77
589
739
114
229
731
625
6271

i. The above-mentioned data and references were obtained from: Massa
chusetts Soldiers and Sailors in the War of the Revolution (Boston: Wright
and Potter Printing Company, 1896-1908). Although the company com
mander designations in Road’s History . . . and Massachusetts Soldiers
and Sailors . . . agree, for the most part, there is an obvious difference
in company number designations.
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FOOTNOTES
i. Claims have been made by residents of Whitehall, New York and
Machias, Maine, as well as Beverly, Salem, and Marblehead, Massachusetts,
suggesting that these communities justifiably claim the right to call their
ports the BIRTHPLACE OF THE AMERICAN NAVY. Whitehall bases
its claim on the facts surrounding an incident of May 9, 1775 when
Samuel Herrick’s Green Mountain men captured the Liberty at Skenesborough (later Whitehall). Benedict Arnold boarded the schooner with
fifty men, May 14, 1775, and headed to St. John’s on the Richelieu River.
St. John’s was taken on the 18th of May. Nine bateaux were discovered
and five were destroyed; another four were taken away, “together with a
seventy-ton sloop,” Enterprise, to Crown Point. This naval operation, under
the supervision of the Massachusetts Provincial Congress, proved beneficial
to the Continental endeavors by giving Americans full control of Lake
Champlain. Peter Force, ed., American Archives, IV, ii (Washington, D.C.:
Published by M. St. Clair Clarke and Peter Force, 1839), 645, 839,
1408, 1409. Boston Sunday Globe Magazine Section, April 9, 1967, 27.
Gardner W. Allen, A Naval History of the American Revolution, I (New
York: Russell & Russell, Inc., 1962), 161-62. William Bell Clark, ed.,
Naval Documents of the American Revolution, 1 (Washington, D.C.:
United States Government Printing Office, 1964), 367; III (Washington,
D.C.: United States Government Printing Office, 1968), r29. Doris B.
Morton, “Whitehall, New York: Birthplace of the United States Navy,” MS,
in possession of D. W. Beattie, n Hathaway Avenue, Beverly, Massachu
setts. Machias, Maine’s claim to being the BIRTHPLACE OF THE AMERI
CAN NAVY is based on an incident between the British cutter Margaretta,
Lieutenant Moore, and sixty Machias men under the self-designed leader
ship of Benjamin Foster. Moore’s cutter was at Machias in company with
two Machias lumber schooners, which had been released from Boston
(both privately owned by Ichabod Jones) by Vice Admiral Graves under
Moore’s surveillance, for the purpose of returning to Boston with two
loads of much needed lumber to build barracks and houses for British
officers and soldiers. Foster and his “minutemen,” having heard recently
of battles at Lexington and Concord, devised a trap to imprison Moore
and to free the two lumber schooners from British surveillance. Moore
caught on to the scheme, however, and boarded the Margaretta, after which
two days of watch, wait, and blitz battle followed. Foster and his men,
who had taken the lumber schooners, followed Moore. Captain Benjamin
Foster, in command of the Falmouth Packet, ran aground almost im
mediately. The crew in the Unity, which “numbered forty and . . .
twenty guns, some of them fouling pieces,” realizing that it had no cap
tain, elected Jeremiah O’Brien to the post. The battle was a stand-off on
June 11. Sharp naval action developed. Moore was felled by a patriot’s
musket shot. The Unity “came alongside the enemy, grappled, and made
fast. The Machias men . . . swarmed over the side with their guns and
axes and pitchforks.” Leaderless, the remaining half-dozen Britishers sur
rendered and gave up their weapons. Machias men in the Unity brought
the Margaretta into port as a prize, June 12, 1775. The Falmouth Packet
(sometimes referred to as the Polly) played no further role in this naval
action upon going aground. The Unity was fitted out by the Massachusetts
General Court (ca. late June, 1775) as an armed vessel and was renamed
the Machias Liberty. It was commanded by Jeremiah O’Brien. Allen, op.
tit., 6-12. Collections Maine Historical Society, VI (April, 1895), 124-30,
131. Charles F. Haywood, Minutemen and Mariners (New York: Dodd,
Dodd, Mead, & Company, 1963), 5-11. Boston Gazette, July 3, 1775, 3.
Salem’s claim is based upon the intelligence mission of die Quero, April
28-July 18, 1775, which took the news of batde at Lexington and Concord
to London.
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2. [Extract, Minutes of the Rhode Island Assembly], in Records of the
Colony of Rhode Island, VIII, ca. August 22, 1775, 369, Microcopy 625,
Roll 62, National Archives. Ashley Bowen Diary, August 22, 1775, Essex
Institute, Salem, Massachusetts. Ashley Bowen Day Book, September 5,
1775, Marblehead Historical Society, Marblehead, Massachusetts. Colony
Ledger, 10, Item 729 %, Marblehead Historical Society, Marblehead,
Massachusetts. Petition to Nicholas Broughton with Endorsement by John
Glover, Undated but Read in Congress July 18, 1781, Papers of the Con
tinental Congress, 41, I, 351, Library of Congress. George A. Billias,
General John Glover and His Marblehead Mariners (New York: Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, i960), 73, 213. William Bell Clark, ed., Naval
Documents of the American Revolution, II (Washington, D.C.: United
States Government Printing Office, 1966), xli. Allen, op cit., 21, 59. Allen
French, First Year of the American Revolution (Boston: Houghton Mifflin,
Company, 1934), 757-58. Catherine Drinker Bowen, John Adams and the
American Revolution (New York: Grosset & Dunlap, 1950), 546. Charles
O. Paullin, Navy of the American Revolution (Cleveland: Burrows Bro
thers, Company, 1906), 33, 61-62. Isaac J. Greenwood, Captain John
Manley (Boston: C. E. Goodspeed & Company, 1915), 5-7. Thomas G.
Frothingham, Washington, Commander-in-Chief (Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Company, 1930), 84. Albert Bushnell Hart, ed., History of the
George Washington Bicentennial Celebration, I (Washington, D.C.: United
States George Washington Bicentennial Commission, 1932), 147. John C.
Fitzpatrick, ed., The Writings of George Washington, III (Washington,
D.C.: United States Government Printing Office, 1931), 467, 469. The
Marblehead Messenger, December 3, 1943, 3.
3. Bowen, op. cit., 546-47. Allen, op. cit., 14, 20, 39, 86, 162, 164;
11, 702-03. Billias, op. cit., 73. Greenwood, op. cit., 8. Thomas G. Froth
ingham, “The Services of Marblehead to the United States Navy,” United
States Naval Institute Proceedings, Lil, No. 12 (December, 1926), 2416.
Records of the General Court of Massachusetts (August 21, 23, 1775).
Massachusetts Spy, August r6, 1775, 2. The Works of John Adams, III
(Boston: Charles C. Little and James Brown, 1851), 6-12. Force, op. cit.,
IV, Hi (1840), 346, 354, 1888, 1904, 1957. Fitzpatrick, op. cit., V
(Washington, D.C.: United States Government Printing Office, 1932), 89,
336-37.
4. Billias, op. cit., 72, 87. William Lincoln, Journals of each Provincial
Congress of Massachusetts (Boston: Dutton & Wentworth, 1838), 41112, 452.

5. Essex County Probate Records, book 133, leaf 238, Essex County
Court House, Salem, Massachusetts. Billias, op. cit., 20, 73. Nathan P.
Sanborn, Gen. John Glover and His Marblehead Regiment in the Revolu
tionary War (Marblehead, Massachusetts: Marblehead Historical Society,
1903), 6, 8. Allen Johnson and Dumas Malone, eds., Dictionary of Ameri
can Biography, IV (New York: Charles Scribner’s 1932), 331-32. Rossiter
Johnson and John Howard Brown, eds., The Twentieth Century Biographi
cal Dictionary of Notable Americans, IV (Boston: The Biographical So
ciety, 1904), n. p. There is no evidence in the Essex County Probate
Records that John Glover owned an additional wharf in Marblehead after
purchasing the wharf at Beverly, November 26, 1774.

6. Billias, op. cit., 86-87. Octavius T. Howe, Beverly Privateers in The
American Revolution (Boston: The Colonial Society of Massachusetts,
1923), 318-435. Charles Woodberry, Independence Park, Beverly, Massa
chusetts: Historical Events Associated with the Ground (Beverly, Massa
chusetts: Prepared under Directions of Joint Standing Committee on
Printing, ca. 1907), 22. George A. Billias, “Beverly’s Seacoast Defenses
During the Revolutionary War,” Essex Institute Historical Collections,
XCTV, No. 2 (April, 1958), 119-131. Samuel Eliot Morison, Maritime
History of Massachusetts (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, Company, 1921),
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(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, i960), 74, 214. Emory Wash
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head, Massachusetts. Henry E. Waite, comp., Extracts, Relating to the
Origin of the American Navy (Boston: New England Historical Genealog
ical Society, 1890), 26, 27, 32. Bill for Sundry Iron Works for Schooner
Hannah by Glover to Ebenezer Foster, September 4, 1775, Item 5786,
Marblehead Historical Society, Marblehead, Massachusetts. Log of HMS
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cit., 668, 683, 713, 855, 1084, 1126, 1134. Billias, op. cit., 74-76. Penn
sylvania Gazette and Weekly Advertiser, September 20, 1775, 2. Green
wood, op. cit., 6. Fitzpatrick, op. cit., 515-16; IV (1931), 23-24. Clark,
Naval Documents, op. cit., II, 19, 36, 45, 57, 75, 93, 169, 490, 538,
633> 944'45- Massachusetts Spy, September 13, 1775, 2. William Bartlett
Papers, Nos. 5504, 5506, 5516, 5517, Beverly Historical Society, Bev
erly, Massachusetts. Gardner W. Allen claims that the Hannah’s prize,
the Unity, “was the first capture made by a Continental vessel.” Allen,
op. cit., 61-62.
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ers), 33
Endeavor, 13
English, i, 32
England, 17, 18
Essex (Mass.) County of 40, 41
Europe, 8

Commander-in-Chief (also see
George Washington), i, 2, 4, 5,
6, 8, 21, 22, 36, 37, 38, 39
Commission and Instructions for
General Washington, i
Committee of Conference (Cam
bridge, Mass.), 37
Committee of Correspondence
(Beverly, Mass.), 10
Concord (Mass.), 18
Committee of Safety (General),
34
Committee of the Whole (Trade),
iv
Concord, 17, 19, 40
Congress, Marine Committee of,
33, 34, 4°> 41
Congress, Secret Committee of, 33
CONGRESS, THE (Mortar), 16
Connecticut, v, 7
Continental agents, 39, 40, 43
Continental Army, ii, iv, 4, 19,
22, 33, 34, 40, 46
Continental Congress, i, ii, iii, iv,
v, vi, vii, viii, ix, 1, 2, 7, 8,
15, 17, 18, 20, 22, 28, 34,
35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 4°, 42, 43
Continental Fast, 29
Continental Navy, viii, 1, 2, 32,
33, 40, 42, 43
Continental Prize Court, 38
Cork (Ireland), 28
Cory, James, 8
Coulrick, John (Capt.), 34
Council of War (American), ii
Court House, Boston (Mass.), 41
Crawford, Anderson & Co., 17
Crozden, Jonathan, 10
Cunningham, ---------- (Capt.),
30

Falmouth (Maine), v, 8
Fisher, 18
Flagg,---------- (Capt.), 5
Flora (HMS), 32
Fly (Continental Navy), 43
Foster, William (Capt.), 18, 19
Fourteenth Regiment (John Glov
er’s), 22, 23, 24
Fowey (HMS), 3, 14, 19, 21, 23,
24, 27
France, 25, 40
Franklin, (Washington’s Navy),
v, 2, 4, 7, 11, 12, 13, 24, 26,
28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 41, 45
Franklin, Benjamin, iv, vi, 8, 35,
37
Frazer, John G. (Maj.), 29
Frazier, Thomas, 32
Freudrovant (HMS), 25
Fulton, James (Capt.), 28
Fyal (Ireland), 28
Gage, Thomas (Maj. Gen.), v, 6,
8, 42
Gates, Horatio (Brig. Gen.), 28
General Court (Mass.), 37
General Gage, 26
General Gates (Formerly Industri
ous Bee), 34
General Assembly, 5
General John Glover and His
Marblehead Mariners (i960),
3> 4i
General Mifflin, 2
General Putnam, 2
General Schuyler, 2
George (HMS), 31
George (Formerly schooner Warrene'), 33
Gloucester (Mass.), 5, 6, 7, 8,
9, 15, 16, 17, 21, 23, 26, 27,
3i> 36
Gloucester (Mass.) Committee of
Safety, 5
Gloucester (Mass.) Minutemen,
17
Glover, John (Col.), iii, 1, 2, 3,
4, 6, 7, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18,
19, 22, 23, 24, 25, 35, 36, 44
Glover, John Jr. (Lieut.), 6, 14,
17, 27

Dalton, Tristam, 36, 43
Dartmouth, William (Lord), 14,
19
Davey, Thomas (Capt.), 27
Davis, Benjamin, Jr., 32
Dawson, George (Lieut.), 26
Deane, Silas, iv
Denis, Peter (Sir), v
Denniston, John (Capt.), 31, 41
Denny, John, 8
Derby, John (Capt.), 18
Derby, Richard, 8
Devereaux, John (Third Lieut.),
6
Diamond (HMS), 34
Diligence (HMS), 27
Doak, Benjamin (Sgt.), 7
Dolphin (Brig), 34
Dolphin (Schooner), 32
Dunmore, John (Lord), 20
Dyar, Charles (Capt.), 24
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Industry, (Prize to John Skim
mer), 34
Ingersol, Sam, 8
Instructions to Washington (Con
gressional), ii
Ireland, 15, 27, 28

Glover, Jonathan, 29, 36, 39, 40,
43
Glover’s Wharf (Beverly, Mass.),
3, 4, 44
Gordon, Dutchess of, 31
Grant, John, 16
Grant, Thomas, 7
Graves, Samuel (Vice-Admiral),
8, 9, 18, 19, 21
Great Bridge (Va.), 20
Green, Nathaniel (Gen.) 8
Greenock (Scotland), 17
Greenwood, Isaac, 13
Grendall, Jonathan, 26
Groves, William (Lieut.), 6

Jackson, William, 28
Jane, 28
Jay, John, iv
Jenkins, William (Capt.), 32
Jenny, 18, 19, 22, 28, 40
Jervis, John (Capt.), 25
Johnson, Thomas, iv

Kennedy, James (Capt.), 32
Kingston Packet, 8

Halfway Rock (Off Beverly,
Mass.), 9
Halifax (N.S.), 11, 12, 26, 27,
28, 29, 32, 33
Hall, James, 26
Hall, Joseph (Capt.), 13
Hancock (Washington’s Navy),
v, 2, 4, 7, 8, 11, 12, 13, 24,
26, 27, 28, 31, 32, 33, 41, 45
Hancock, John, 14, 17, 18, 34,
37
Hannah (Mutineers), 49-52
Hananh Mutiny, 47-8
Hannah (Outfitters), 46
Hannah (Washington’s Navy), iii,
iv, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11, 12, 13, 35, 44, 45, 46
Happy Return, 26, 40
Harrison (Washington’s Navy), 2,
11, 13, 14, 24
Harrison, Benjamin, vi, 35, 37
Harrison, Robert H., 7, 39
Hawk, 10
Hawke, 34
Henry and Ester, 26
Herrick, Henry (Col.), 10
Hessians, 32
Hewes, Joseph, viii
Highland Troops, 32
Hodgson, J---------- , 9
Honduras (Central Amer.), 32
Hope (HMS), 26, 29, 41
Hopkins, Stephen, viii
Hornet (Continental Navy), 43
Horrick, Nathaniel (Capt.), 34
Howe, William (Maj. Gen.), v,
14, 19, 20, 21
Hull (England), 9
Hunter, ---------- (Capt.), 7
Hunter, Robert (Capt.), 16, 19

Lady Schuyler, 2
Lady Washington, 15, 29, 30
La Have (Nova Scotia), 26
Langdon, John (Capt.), 6
Lansdale, Alexander (Capt.), 29
Lee (Washington’s Navy), 2, 10,
11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 18, 20, 22,
24, 26, 27, 31, 32, 33, 34, 41,
45
Lee, John (Col.), 25
Lee, R. H., i, viii
Leslie, Stephen (Capt.), 20
Lexington (Mass.), 18
Lisbon (Spain), 11
Little Hannah, 19, 22, 40
Lively (HMS), 5, 6, 21, 23
Lively (Prize to Nicholson Brough
ton and John Selman), 8
Lively (Prize to Samuel Tucker
and John Skimmer), 33, 34
Liverpool (HMS), 32
London (England), v, 27, 32
Lord Howe, 31, 41
Lowrie, James 17, 19
Loyalists, 28
Lynch (Washington’s Navy), 2,
24, 25, 27, 31, 32, 40, 41, 45
Lynch, Thomas, vi, 35, 37
Lynn-Haven (England), 26
Lynn (Mass.), 23
Machias (Maine), 42, (See foot
note 1, page 53)
Mackerel Cove (Beverly, Mass.),
9
Manchester (Mass.), 25
Manley, John (Capt.), 14, 15,
16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 22, 24, 25,
26, 27, 28, 32, 33, 42
Marblehead (Mass.), 1, 2, 4, 6,
7, 9, to, 14, 15, 17, 20, 21,
22, 23, 25, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31,
32, 36, 4°, 42> 43, 44
Marbleheaders, i, 12, 24, 44, 45

Independence
Park
(Beverly,
Mass.), 23, 24
Industrious Bee, 34
Industry (Prize to William Coit),
13
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Norfolk (Va.), 20
North River (Mass.), 26
North Shore (Mass.), 1, 2, 22,
39, 43
Nova Scotia, 13

Marine Committee; see Congress,
Marine Committee of
Maritime Court (Mass.), 41
Martindale, Nicholas (Capt.), 33
Martindale Sion (Capt.), 13, 14
Mary, 7
Mascell,---------- (Capt.), 26
Massachusetts, i, 1, 1$, 22, 24,
38
Massachusetts Bay Colony, v, 7,
20, 37, 41
Massachusetts Council of Safety,
25
Massachusetts Provincial Congress,
24
Massey, ---------- (Gen.), 27
Maxwell, Hamilton (Capt.), 31
McGlathry, William, 15
McMonagle, John, n
Mediterranean Sea, 33
Mermaid (HMS), 34
Milford (HMS), 31, 32, 33, 4*
Ministerial Army, iii, 4
Ministry (British), v
Montagu, George (Capt.), 14, 27
Montgomery, 2
Morison, Samuel Eliot, 3
Morris, Robert (Member, Marine
Committee), 40
Mowat, George (Capt.), 33
Moylan, Stephen (Muster Master
General), 4, 6, 12, 14, 18, 24,
35, 36, 39
Mugford, James (Capt.), 28, 29,
30, 31

Otter (HMS), 20
Parke, Robert (Capt), 31, 41
Parker, Hyde (Capt.), 15
Pecit, Abigail, 32
Peggy, 31, 32
Pennsylvania, iv
Percy, Hugh (Maj. Gen.), v
Perkins, 32
Perkins, Samuel, 26
Perth Amboy (N. J.), 11
Peter, 11
Philadelphia (Pa.), 26, 30, 43
Philips, William (Member, Ma
rine Committee), 40
Phoebe, 7
Phoenix (HMS), 15
Pickering, Timothy (Judge, Ad
miralty Court), 41
Pine, Richard (Capt.), 28
Plymouth (England), 25
Plymouth (Mass.), iv, 11, 13, 14,
15, 20, 21, 23, 26, 27, 31, 36,
39, 4°
Polly (Prize to Nicholson Brough
ton), 13
Polly (Prize to John Manley), 17,
4°
Portland (Maine), v
Portsmouth (N.H.), iv, II, 15,
25, 27, 33
Portsmouth (N.H.), River, 33
Prospect Hill (Cambridge, Mass.),
6
Providence (Continental Navy),
43
Provincial vessels, v
Prince William, 7
Pulling-Point Gut (Boston harbor),
29

Nancy, 15, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21
Nantasket Road (Mass.), 20, 24,
26, 29
Nautilus (HMS), iii, 1, 8, 9, 10,
11, 21, 23, 45
Navy Board (Continental Con
gress), 43
,
Nellis,---------- (Capt.), 26, 27
Nelly, 32
Newall, David, 10
Newbury (Mass.), 7, 15
Newcastle (Pa.) Committee of
Safety, 26
Newfoundland, 33
New Hampshire, iv, 11
New Haven (Conn.), 8
New York, 6, 11, 22, 24, 32, 38
New York Fleet (Washington’s),
2, 15
Niger (HMS), n
Noble, Jesse (Capt.), 33
North America, 16
North Briton, 15
North, Lord (Frederick North,
2nd Earl of Guilford), 31
Norfolk, 26, 40

Quero, 18

Ramsey, Peter (Capt.), 27
Rainbow (Prize to Nicholson
Broughton), 11
Rainbow (Prize to Samuel Tuck
er), 26
Randolph, Richard, iv
Ranger, 15
Rebel Army, i, iii, 8
Rebellion, War of, ii
Reed, ---------- (Gen.), 15
Reed, Joseph (Col.), 4, 12, 24,
35
Reed, Patrick, 32
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Suffolk County (Mass.), 41
Susanah, 27

Renown (HMS), 31, 32
Republic, i
Resistance (Continental Navy),
32
Revere, Paul, 15
Revolution, War of the, i, iv, 2,
3, 8, 33, 42, 45
Revolutionary Era, 14, 33
Rhode Island, v
Rhode Island Assembly, 1, 7, 13
Rhode Islanders, 13
Richie, John (Capt.), 15
Robbins, Robert (Capt.), 15
Robert (Formerly Lively), 33
Robertson, John, 19
Rogers, Andrew, 19
Rose (HMS), 15
Rust, Enoch, 7
Rutledge, John, i, iv

Tapley, Jeffrey (Capt.), 34
Tartar (HMS), 14
Thomas, 13
Thorn (Continental Navy), 33
Tory, 18, 32
Trade of America, iv
Triton (Harrison in Washington’s
Navy), 13
Triton (Prize to Samuel Tucker
and John Skimmer), 33
Tuck’s Point (Beverly, Mass.),
23
Tucker, Samuel (Capt.), 24, 26,
27, 28, 31, 32, 33. 42
Twenty-first Regiment, iii, 2, 4,
12, 22, 23, 24
Twisden, John, 10
Two Rrothers, 10
Two Sisters, 15

St. Lawrence River, 12
St. Michaels (West Indies), 28
Salem Committee of Correspond
ence, 20
Salem (Mass.), I, 3, 7, 8, 9, 10,
12, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 25, 26,
32, 36, 42, (See footnote 1,
Page 53)
Salem Neck (Salem, Mass.), 10
Salem Willows (Salem, Mass.),
ro
Sally (Prize to Winborn Adams),
11
Sally (Prize to Daniel Waters),
33, 40
Sargent, Winthrop, 8, 36, 43
Savage (HMS), 27
Scituate (Mass.), 26
Scotch Company, 17
Scotch Tories, 27, 32
Scotland, 17, 33
Sea Nymph (HMS), 18
Searle, Joseph, 6
Selman, Archibald, 7
Selman, John (Capt.), 7, 12, 14
Semple, Robert, 32
Seventy-first Regiment, 31
Shield, John (Capt.), 34
Skimmer, John (Capt.), 31, 32,
33. 34, 4*
Speedwell, 7, 8
Smith, Isaac (Member, Marine
Committee), 40
Smith, ---------- , (Col.), v
Spitfire, 2, 15
Squam Harbor (Mass.), 26
Stakeshy, 27
Stephens, John, 3
Stevens, Thomas, 10
Stover, Ebenezer (Member, Ma
rine Committee), 4°

United Colonies, i, ii, iii, iv, vi,
vii, viii, 4, 11, 18, 20, 22, 23,
28, 36, 38, 40, 41, 44
Unity, 5, 6, 7, 11
United States of America, 41
United States Navy, 42, 43

Virginia, 20
Walker, Hugh (Capt.), 31
War of the Revolution, vi
Ward, Artemas (Maj. Gen.), 40
Warren (Prize to Nicholson
Broughton and John Selman),
8, 11
Warren (Washington’s Navy), 2,
10, 11, 22, 24, 27, 31, 32, 33,
4U 45
Warren, James, vi
Washington (Washington’s Na
vy), 2, 11, 13, 14, 24
Washington (Washington’s New
York Fleet), 2
Washington, George, i, ii, iii, iv, v,
vi, vii, viii, ix, 1, 2, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8, 11, 12 13, 14, 15, 16,
17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23,
24, 26, 27, 34, 35, 36, 37,
38, 39, 40, 42, 43, 44
Washington, John, 11
Washington
Street
(Beverly,
Mass.), 9
Washington’s New England Fleet
(Washington’s Navy or Con
tinental Fleet), 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7,
9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 17, 18, 19,
21, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28,
29, 31, 33, 34, 35, 36, 38,
39, 4°, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45
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Whitehaven, 26
Whitehead, John, 32
William, 28
Willing, Thomas, iv
Winter Haven, 8
Wiring, 15
Woodberry’s
Point
(Beverly,
Mass.), 23
Woodberry, Thomas, 3
Woodford, William (Col.), 20
Wright, Thomas, 12

Wasp (Continental Navy), 43
Waters, Daniel (Capt.), 24, 26,
27. 29, 31, 32, 33, 42
Watson, William, 36, 40, 43
Watt, James (Capt.), 27
Wentworth, Joshua, 36, 43
West Beach (Beverly, Mass.), 24
West Indies, 5, 27
White, Sibbeline, 13
Whitehall (N.Y.), 42, 5* (See
footnote 1, pg. 53)
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